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FACTORS HAVING AN IMPACT ON CONSTRUCTION
IN GENERAL AND THE PIPING INDUSTRY IN PARTICULAR

MANPOWER AND TRAINING CONSIDERATIONS *

INTRODUCTION

Th4.4 three -hour COU44e 4.4 dkvkded knto
ekght 181 ma4oa 4ect4.on4 a4 4otto4:

I. Demographics: Population changes -- by State to
the year 2000; trends in aging, ethnic groups and
high-school graduates; Socio-economic character-
istics, including numbers of households, size of
families, marriages/divorces, and per-capita
income (by State). (See page4 1 through I.)
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II. Technological Changes: Advancing science is changing lifestyles, busi-
ness, industry, education, homes, workplaces ...: includes brief discus-
sions of advanced materials, agricultural genetics, artificial intelli-
gence, biotechnology, control systems, energy development, information
processing, manufacturing technology, medical technology, microelectron-
ics, optical technology, telecommunications, and the overall impact;
also, information about the factors having an impact on planning and
operations; ends with the need to harness rep-arch and technology in the
construction industry ... and some management reluctance to do so. (See
page4 8 thnu 13.)

III. The Nation's Labor Force, General: Labor pool of younger workers declin-
ing in both numbers and quality while jobs require more knowledge and
skills; growing mismatch between qualifications of workers needed by
employers, and the qualifications of both job seekers and some current
employees; Black workers' percent change of the labor force is increas-
ing; business is moving into education and training more by necessity;
the relationships between future jobs arid knowledge and skills. (See
Page4 14 through 18.)

IV. The Construction Industry: The Construction Industry in 1988 and long-
term prospects; current and projected dollar output by type of construc-
tion; projected employment trends by relevant occupations (including
plumbers and pipefitters), by type of construction E.nd age distribution
of workers by race and gender. ... This section ends with some notes on
the fragmentation of the construction industry resulting in comparative
inefficiencies. (See page4 19 Omagh 31.)

V. Training of Skilled construction Workers: Training and manpower issues,
types of training (e.g., range from individual OJT experience through
formal apprentice/journeyman programs); employment equations; "wheels of
training" and U.A. concept; open-shop and union frameworks; "competency -
based" job training, vs. "time-based" training programs; special "task -

oriented" training and career training.... (See page4 32 through 40.)

* The "Et:At:mkt Conzkdenat4.on4" one , Aerated kn a comptementany three -hour COLLAAe.
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VI. Sup:MY and Demend Considerations and Computations: (Macro and pipe-trades
specific.) Includes numbers of current workers and projections to the
year 2000: computes national annual growth needs for plumbers and pipe-
fitters (to meet expanding numbers cf workers needed), as well as annual
replacement needs (to nake up for tosses due to attrition, death and
retirement); contains a separate page of key manpower and training high-
lights of the United Association; addresses unique situation as U.A.
plumbers and pipefitters are employed largely in certain types of con-
struction which have different projected growth rates than construction
in industry-at-large, and computes annual growth and replacement needs
pertinent to U.A. members. (Sec pageA 41 through 48.)
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WAWA whet amid. dad Ime4t4sel; to the extent that the U.A. CAR ketp
to meet these two Acta o4 Nitta 14fingaslit, weAt 44 met 4t4 own
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VII. Manpower iktALlsolsisyLblaRki

Employers and owners are concerned about costs and availability of labor,
quantitatively and qualitatively -- present and future:

Unions and skilled workers are concerned about full employment (a decent
Job at decent pay in a decent environment) -- present and future

Needed: a data bank and a responsive system which involves and meets
current And future concerns of all parties. U.A. members have some dis-
tinct advantages in this regard -- (e.g., "pools" of trained and experi-
enced personnel -- and an effective training structure and international
organization). (See 046cuA4kon Guide and Wont4heet 1,4 on page 52.)

VIII. Discussion Guide and Worksheets (See page 49 through 52.): These are to be
used to facilitate sharing, note-taking and some goal setting. The

course culminates in a "wrap-up" session using these guides. Hopefully,

all participants will use these in the future, so these three hours to-
gether will have a pay-off.

Dn . P. 14.4ack
P40444404 04 Technotogy end
Nitecton, 0444.ce 04 Manpower: Studke4
Purdue Unkven444, Knoy Hatt
Weft La4ayette, 1ndkana 47901
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I. POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS AND TRENDS

POPULATION COUNT AND COMPOSITION TRENDS

Between 1980 and 1985, the U.S. population grew 5.4 percent, from almost
227 million persons to 239 million, according to the Census Bureau. This growth
has been regionally localized, with only 13 states experiencing greater than
average growth. Primary growth has been in the southwest, the southeast, and
the west, with this growth expected to continue to the year 2000. Selected
metropolitan areas are also expected to continue experiencing growth, such as in
Boston and New York City. Five states (plus D.C.) have experienced population
loss. The greatest reduction or least increase in population has occurred in
previously heavily agricultural or industrial states, such as the Great Lakes or
Plains states. [As of January 1, 1988, the total U.S. population had grown to
245 million.)
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The most rapid growth in the U.S. population is
occurring for ethnic-minority groups, especially Hispan-
ics and Asian Americans. By the year 2000, non-Hispanic
Whites may comprise two - thirds of the total U.S. popula-
tion (down from the 1980 proportion of 80%), and by
2020, only about half the total population. Major rea-
sons for this disparate growth include immigration and
higher birth and fertility rates for Minorities (especi-
ally Hispanics and Blacks) than for Whites.

The fastest-growing geographic regions are reflect-
ing these ethnic-minority growth rates. In addition,
ethnic-minorities have tended to concentrate In inner

cities, while Whites have been moving to suburban areas
(where job growth is occurring) outside the major cities
(which have been losing higre-paying jobs).

Between 1980 and 1987, the number of Hispanics
increased 30 percent -- from 14.5 million to 18.8 mil-
lion -- five times the growth rate for the non-Hispanic
population. By 2000 to 2010, Hispanics could comprise
the largest U.S. ethnic-minority group, with close to
double its present size. The fastest-growing segment of
the Hispanic community comprises immigrants from Central
America, but the largest segment comprises Hispanics of
Mexican heritage.

Asian Americans, the fastest-glowing ethnic group
in 1985, now are the second-fastest-growing group.
Still, they comprise the third-largest Minority group
and are expected to remain such for some time to come.

The U.S. population in general is also aging.
Between 1960 and the year 2000, the median age will
increase from 30 years to 35 years. This reflects in-
creasing life expectancy and decreasing birth rates,
especially for Whites. For the first time in U.S. his-
tory, as of 1983, the number of retirement-age people
exceeded the number of teenagers. By the year 2020,
there will be two retirement-age persons for each teen-
ager.

Age groups which are ex-
pected to increase in popula-
tion between 1987 and 1993

(ordered by rate of increase)
include 45 to 54 year olds,
35 to 44 year olds, 75 year
olds and older, 5 to 14 year
olds, and 65 to 75 year olds.
Therefore, companies benefit-
ing from these population
changes should include those
that service needs related to
families, financing, elemen-
tary education, and nursing
care.

Aging Trends
Prowled changes is the aim
of these age groups. 1987-1991
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Although Sun Belt retirement centers have best symbolized the aging POPulat1onS
for decades, the aging phenomena haS Wane nOtietabie in for amS% IR 544t6;
in new Northern retirement communities. The elderly are moving out of cities into
rural areas outside the traditional Sun Belt retirement centers. The region with the
highest percentage of the population 65 or over encompasses the north central farm
states.

Ethnic diversity is especially reflected within this population age structure --
in particular, among young people and retirement-age groups. A higher proportion of
young people and a lower proportion of retirement-age persons are from ethnic-minor-
ity groups.

Trends in World Population: According to 1988 world population estimate*, the
population of North America is expected to increase from the 1588 estimate of 272
million to 296 million by the year 2000. However. the North American share of world
population is expected to decrease from 5.3 percent to 4.8 percent. The fastest
growth is occurring within Africa (42%: especially Nigeria). Latin America (25%:
especially Brazil), and Asia (21%: especially Pakistan, Bangladesh, Indonesia and
India). i.e.. primarily underdevelooed countries. At the present rate of growth, the
world population could double every 40 years.

TRENDS IN NIGH-SCHOOL GRADUATES

Nationally, the 1979 peak of 3

million high-school graduates was fol-
lowed by steady decreases until a short-
term bottom was reached in 1986 (2.65
million graduates). A short, modest up-
turn since 1986 will culminate with 1988
graduates (2.77 million) and be followed
by a rather steep decline of 12 percent
until 1992 (with 2.44 million grad-
uates). Major increases are then expect-
ed, continuing into the next century to
levels exceeding the 1988 peak, with
2.89 million graduates in 2004. Among
public high schools, the number of pro-
jected public- school graduates in 2004
is expected to be only 4.3 percent below
the 1979 historical peak. Private-school
projections, however, are much less
optimistic.

Projected Number of U.S. High School Graduates,
1986-2004
(in millions)

3.0

2.9-1

2.8-1

Source "High School Graduates: Protections by State, 1986 to
2004," a joint publiamon of the Western Immune Cammnmon for

As with population changes, gradua- 7111ser Education (WICHE), The College Board, and the Teachers
Insurance and Annuity Association. (Available from WICHE. P.O.t1on estimates are expected to vary
Drawer P, Boulder, CO 80301-9732; order publication d'A178.

greatly across regions and states and prepaid.)
with respect to ethnic-group composi-
t ion. Northeastern states will continue 'IPA" taster Education & National Affairs 4111101--3
to experience substantial decreases in

numbers of high-school graduates (except

for Maryland, New Hampshire, and Vermont which are expected to have more graduates by
2004). This region as a whole will have 5 percent fewer graduates in 2004 than the
1986 bottom. Northcentral states will all experience decreases in their graduate
counts until 1992, followed by a slow recovery but still having 9 percent fewer, grad-
uates in 2004 than in 1986. Only Kansas, Minnesota and Missouri will have graduate
numbers that match or slightly exceed their 1986 counts. South and Southcentral
states as a whole will graduate 16 percent more students in 2004 than in 1986, with
intermittent changes varying state by state. Of the 14 states. seven will have more
graduates in 2004 than in 1986 (led by Florida's projected 60% increase), and seven
will have fewer graduates (led by West Virginia's 31% drop). Western states will
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experience less severe decreases in the early 1990's, with the number of graduates
expected to exceed those In the Northeasterr and Morthcentral states by 2004, gradu-
ating 44 percent more students in 2004 than in 1986. There will again be variations
among Western states. For example, Alaska and Nevada will double their number of
1986 graduates, while Idaho and Wyoming will be among the states with the greatest
declines between 1986 and 2004.

In contrast to overall declines in the number of high-school graduates, the
number of graduating high-school Minority students has been increasing, both numeri-
cally and proportionately (especially among Blacks). Even so, in 1987,the proportion
of Hispanics 25 years old and older with at least a high-school diploma was only 50.9
percent, well below the rates for other ethnic groups, but up markedly from the 45.4
percent of 1982.

PROJECTED CHANGES IN GRADUATES,
BY STATE, FROM 1911 TO 2000
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source: Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education. From Harold L.
Hodgkinson. "Demographics and the Economy: Understanding a Changing
Marketplace." The Admissions Strategist. Jan 1985. p.3.

SOC I 04CONOM I C CHARACTERISTICS

According to the National Center for Health Statistics. fewer couples are marry-
ing -- 18,380 (3.0%) fewer in 1985 than in 1984. However, the decline largely
reflects major drops in New York (-23.4%), Michigan (-30.7%), Missouri (- 21.5%). Ten-
nessee (-19.3%), Massachusetts (-15.6%), Georgia (-7.4%), Pennsylvania (-7.9%),
Illinois (-5.7%), Louisiana (-8.9%), South Carolina (-6.5%), and Iowa (-16.1%).
In contrast, major increases in marriages were ex-perienced in Texas (9.9%), Florida
(9.9%). Kentucky (31.3%), Arizona (34.9%), New Jersey (14.8%), Virginia (10.0%), and
Oregon (22.0%). To some extent, these changes reflect the shifting population. In

addition, while fewer couples are marrying, an !ncreasing number and proportion of
married couples are choosing to not have children.

4
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While the number of marriages is declin-
ing, the number of households is increasing,
but the size per household or family is con-
tinuing to decline. After remaining around 3.6
persons until about 1970. the average-family
size in the 1970s began dropping and was 3.3
In 1980. It is expected to continue to de-
cline to an average of 3.0 in 1990.

Between 1980 and 1985, the number of
households increased by 7,100 or 8.8 percent
to 87.5 million (compared to the 5.4% popula-
tion It mese). to a large extent reflecting
the changes in the population. Major increas-
es have occurred in California (13.8%), exas
(17.7%), Florida (20.5%), Geogia (14.3%).
North Carolina (11.6%), Virginia (10.7%), Ari-
zona (21.0%), Colorado (14.8%), Washington
(8.8%), South Carolina (12.1%), Oklahoma
(10.6%).

Two reasons for the increasing numbers of
households with decreasing marriages are in-
creasing illegitimate births and high divorce
rates (although they have leveled off since
the late 1970s). The teenager illegitimate-
birth rate has increased from 15 percent in

1960 to 54 percent by 1983. and is still in-

creasing. However, although teenage illegiti-
macy is a growing problem. illegitimacy is a
greater problem among adult women. Between
1980 and 1985, the number of illegitimate
births increased 24 percent. One out of four
U.S. children born is illegitimate. This in-
creasing number of illegitimate births is in

the face of decreasing overall birth rates,
further exacerbating the illegitimacy problem.

Illegitimacy, while increasing rapidly
for all economic groups, is especially preva-
lent among the poor and disadvantaged -- des-
pite increasing abortion rates. These high

5 9
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USA households:
more, but smaller
The number ot households In the USA kicreased 8.8
percent from 1980 lo 1985 v64* the populsion In-
creased 5.4 percent, the Census Bureau eamelmi
In a report released today. The stulkrerub87.5
millon households as of Jut/ 1, 1985.

household MI to 219 from 2.76 Play, 1A).
In July 1995 (11. thousands). Increase

from 1980 (in thousends). percent of Increase and
percent change In population:

- Households - Change
Increase Pen:ent Nh

Stale Jag 15 198045 Jest:mese population
Ale.
Alaska
Ark.
Ark.
Cat
Cob.
Corn.
Del.
D.C.
Re.
Os.
Hawaii
Idaho

kid.
Iowa
';en.
Ky.

La.
Maine
Md.
Mass.
Pah.
Minn.
Ms.
Mo.
Mont.
Neb.
Nev.
N.H.
N.J.
N.M.
N.Y.
N.C.
N.D.
Ohio

Ors.
Pa.
R.I.
S.C.

TS.

en.
Texas
Utah
Vt.
Va.
Wash.
W.Va.
wie.

To al
eau= US. Depertmentel Comma

1,438 N 7.2% +3.3%
172 41 31.2% +29.7%

1,158 201 21.0% +17.2%
873 57 7.0% +3.2%

9,820 1,191 13.8% +11.4%
1.218 157 14.8% +11.8%
MN 71 6.5% +2.1%

227 21 9.8% +42.0%.6%
254 0.5% -

4,512 768 20.5% +16.8%
2,140 268 14.3% +9.4%

330 38 12.3% +9.2%
349 25 71% +6.4%

4,202 157 3.9% +0.9%
2.001 74 3.9% +0.2%
1,071 18 1.7% -1.0%

916 43 5.0% +3.7%
1.338 75 5.9% +1.8%
1,546 134 9.5% +6.5%

426 33 8.2% +3.5%
1.590 129 8.6% +4.2%
2,150 118 5.8% +1.5%
3.289 74 2.3% -1.9%
1,533 88 S. I% +2.9%

891 114 7.7% +3.7%
1.882 89 5.0% +2.3%

305 21 7.4% +5.0%
594 22 3.9% +2.3%
375 71 23.3% +16.9%
367 43 13.3% +8.4%

2.723 174 61% +2.7%
504 63 142% +11"

6.657 317 5.0% +1.3%
2.281 237 11.6% +6.4%

242 14 6.3% +4.9%
3,947 114 3.0% -0.5%
1,237 118 10.6% +9.1%
1,035 43 4.3% +2.1%
4,386 146 3.5% -0.1%

360 22 6.4% +2.2%
1.156 125 12.1% +7.2%

253
1.750 131 8.1.5%

+2.5%
+3.7%

5.801 872 17.7% +15.0%
506 57 121% +12.6%
195 16 9.1% +4.8%

i,063 200 10.7% +6.7%
1,677 136 8.8% +6.7%
707 20 3.0% -0.7%

1.735 83 5.0% +1.5%
180

87,489
14

7,099
11.t

8.86%
+8.5%
+5.4%
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and increasing illegitimacy rates carry grave risks for those involved and for
society:

Increasing need for welfare assistance (now the majority of unwed mothers and
children) together with an average dependency period of nine years and the ten-
dency to not participate (at least effectively) in the labor force,
Much lower average incomes (poverty level) for those mothers who do work,
Higher rates of child delinquency and educational problems, and
An overall difficult and disadvantaged upbringing, perpetuating the cycle of
problems.

Between 1965 and 1986, the pace of
domestic decay has accelerated, espec-
ially during the last seven years. It has
finally become generally accepted that
family breakdown is now the primary force
causing poverty in the U.S. That is, the
major factor creating poverty in recent
years has been the decline of the two -
parent family. Over half of all offi-
cially poor families are now female-
headed -- the families with the largest
income shortfalls, the longest stays

below the poverty line, and the heaviest
demand for public assistance.

Per-capita income increases are
slowing due to (a) decreasing earnings in
finance, retail trade, services and con-
struction, according to the U. S. Depart-

ment of Commerce, (b) continuing decline
of high-paid manufacturing jobs, and (c)
growth in lower-pay service jobs.
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Differences in regional income levels are again widening after converging For
more than 50 years. Recent estimates by the Bureau of Economic Analysis concerning
per-capita income changes between 1979 and 1986 indicate that

the Greet Lakes and Plains states lagged behind the nation as a whole, increas-
ing 6.4 percent and 6.6 percent, respectively, compared to 7.1 percent national-
ly. The causes include stagnation in the areas' traditional manufacturing base
and low population growth coupled with population out-migration, which reduces
consumer demand. [Although agricultural-residence population has continued to
decline (to 4.99 million in 1987), more than half (2.53 million) are still
located in the Midwest states.]

Per-capita income in New England and the Middle Atlantic states pulled ahead of
the rest of the country (9% and 8%, respectively) despite slow population
growth.

In the Southwest and Far West. although total personal income has risen at a
rate comparable to that in the Northeast, because the population has been grow-
ing twice as fast as the nation in general, per-capita income is rising more
slowly.

Rocky Mountain states, beset by problems in agriculture and the oil industry,
have experienced below-average gains in both total personal income and per-
capita income, even while their population growth rate has exceeded the national
growth rate.

From 1986 to 1987, the per-capita income continued to increase but at a slower
pace. However, only 13 states had per-capita income growth greater than during the
previous year -- half in the Southwest and Rocky Mountain States -- because of slow-
ing population growth and pickups in manufacturing.
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II

EXCERPTS FROM THE TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW REPORT
PRESENTED BY DR. JOHN D. HAGUE. Sc.D. PRESIDENT

AT THE CORPORATION FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
COMBINED TARGETED TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE MEMBERS MEETING

Indianapolis Conventien Center

April 24, 1987

In 1987, a group of over 500 scientific, engineering,
educational and business experts associated with the
Corporation for Science and Technology, located in the
State of Indiana, predicted that 'the world is on the
verge of a major lifestyle, business, industry and
educational uphemval, an upheaval which will be fueled
by rapid technological growth and by a very competitive
worldwide marketplace. This upheaval brings with it
mejor threats end cpportunities to the business and
economic base of the United States, including that of
the State of Indians.'

ADVANCED MATERIALS TECINOLOGY, is generating a great deal of excitement by the
devElopment of new materials in the laboratories; materials that have not existed
previously...materials in the fields of semiconductors, polymers, ceramics and

others.
Major materials-fueled advances are predicted in the fields of powdered

metalurgy, in super plastics and adhesives, in polymer, ceramic and metal based
composites, in steel surface treatmerts, superconductive materials, in new metal
materials, and in structural ceramics.

In the area of AGRICULTURAL GENETICS AND TECHNOLOGY...the headlines center
around new genetic manipulation and embryo transplantation in animal agriculture
operations; plant genetic modification to provide improved plant characteristics; and
integration of computers and artificial intelligence controls into a broad range of
agriculturally related operations.

And in ARTIFICIAL !NTELLIGENCE, the committee forecasts major advances in the

use of expert systems, in the development of Al oriented computer architectures, and
new AI higher order languages. They see the technology entering the field of natural
language driven processing, in image and verbal recognition systems, in the transla-
tion from one language to another, vision for robotics, new generations of optical
scanners to read and respond to written text, computer aided instruction management
and control, automatic programming and debugging of computer software, complex com-
munications systems management and control, and in the development of materials and
genetics characteristics prognoses.

In BIOTECHNOLOGY, a virtual technological explosion is predicted in which DNA
probes, monoclonal antibodies and enzymes have been identified as high growth areas.
Major advances in the areas of medical diagnosis and treatment, plant and animal
characteristics engineering, and waste management are foreseen. Another major growth

area is seen to be biotechnology related manufacturing and quality control systems as
this technology begins to "take hold" across a wide range of industries....

In the field of CONTROL SYSTEMS, another rapid acceleration scene is predicted
as advances in computers, microelectronics, optical systems, and Artificial

Intelligence fuel the development of highly capable control systems throughout

industry, homes, hospitals, military systems and others.
Many of these systems will be vision capable and will utilize sophisticated

sensor systems in real time, iterative feedback process control systems, in order to
maintain the high level of control that many of the new processes will require.



In ENERGY DEVELOPMENT, advances are foreseen in the areas of new combustion
technologies, post combustion treatments, co-generation systems, and in shale oil

extraction systems. High efficiency solar voltaic systems are also envisioned.

In the field of INFORMATION PROCESSING, the forecasts are for continuing

explosive growth, with computing power per dollar continuing to double every four
years during the period. New generations of software development will be aided by AI

based software generators and evaluators. ... [There will be] simultaneous voice and
data handling systems that can place the information that you nee., where you need it.

Strong shifts to parallel processing are predicted. [Workers and] the general public

[will be] increasingly involved with computers and computer products.

In MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY, the committee sees advances in artificial
intelligence, electro-optics, information processing and control systems paving the
way for major expansions in the applications for manufacturing technology. They see

the need for increased automation to maintain the process controls that will be

required and to deal with the reduction of product cost. They see integrated design,
manufacturing and quality assurance systems geared to support both high and low

volume poduction...and they see interface standards emerging that will facilitate
increased competition, lower costs and higher quality manufacturing technology. They

see advanced control systems, many with 3-D vision, color and pattern recognition,

with sophisticated tactile and force sensors. And they note the need to be able to

deal with new materials that are beginning to enter the field.

In MEDICAL TEt.tNOLOGY, advances in biotechnology, in microelectronics, in tele-

communications, artificial intelligence, optical technology and others will acceler-
ate the development of sophisticated medical diagnostic, treatment, and management
tools. The trend to out-patient treatment and care will accelerate the development
of doctor's office and home-based systems for patient care. Less invasive surgical

processes will increase, [including] lasers. Significant advances in the monitoring

and control of anesthesia procedures are expected, as well as implanted

microelectronic circuits to reinstate muscle control and bodily function control.
Biotechnological breakthroughs are expected to allow for improved diagnostics

and patient treatment as well as allow the detection of persons who tend to be pre-
disposed to given medical problems, such as high cholesterol and heart disease.

And in MICROELECTRONICS, the committee envisions continuing explosive growth as
higher densities, higher speeds, higher reliabilities and lower costs continue.

hie), sec the increased use of Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) by
the medium and small sector of industry in order to protect their designs and to
remain viable in cost and product capability. They see extremely high densities with
an anticipated maximum of 100 million components per chip, with 5 million components
per chip in the early 1990s and between 10 and 100 million by the year 2000. The

anticipated advances in this technology will cause the microcircuit to permeate
virtually every area of endePor.

And in OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY, we have another explosive situation in which optical
data transmission through fiber optic systems will mature and spread rapidly and set
the stage for a rapid increase in low cost, broad band communications. Optical

sensors will provide automation systems with the inputs that they need for monitoring
and control...and optical computers will emerge as the solution to many high speed
computing needs. Optical data storage technology breakthroughs will usher in a new
generation of information storage systems with widespread applications in our

factories, homes, schools, offices and retail outlets, and in our communication
systems. The optical technologies are so basic to the next generation of products,
processes and operations that they deserve attention by virtually every organization,
regardless of their present products, processes or functions. The optical

technologies will constitute major threats and opportunities for thousands of

businesses worldwide.



And in the case of TELECOMMUNICATIONS, again major changes are foreseen. Single
Integrated digital network systems are predicted to replace individual stand-alone
systems that presently handle phone traffic, data and facsimile traffic and local
area network traffic. They see the emergence of a worldwide digital network
protocol, prying the way for explosive growth in the digital communications industry.
They see major increases in the use of microelectronics and optical technologies in
telecommunications systems, both local and long distance. And they stress the
probable impacts of this telecommunications network upheaval on all walks of business
and industry education, the medical care industries and the home.

OVERALL
The message is clear that very low cost, very reliable microelectronics systems,

coupled with low cost, reliable optical-based data transmission and sensor systems
and with powerful artificial intelligence or expert systems will bring a new
generation of total communicatios into use. This communication upheaval, coupled
with the expected breakthroughs in the other targeted technologies will begin to
Change the ways we do Just about everything in our homes, in our factories, in our
hospitals, our doctors offices, transportation systems, in our offices, in our
schools, on our farms, [on the construction site,] and virtually everywhere
else...and we will have higher levels of worldwide competition than we have every
seen before...competition in research, engineering, design, manufacturing, sales, and
product support...and many of our present product lines will be decimated by next
generation products and services...and there is nothing that we can do to slow down
the process or to stop it nor is it sensible for us to try. In fact, our prognosis
for change is probably very conservative and the changes will happen more quickly and
me -e deeply than we nuw anticipate.

46)
Dr. Hague concluded with this statement, "Nell, that information all went by so

rapidly that you probably feel as if you have Just taken a drink from a fire
hose....
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MODIFY OR PETRIFY

There are significant changes affecting the success
or failure of a company, organization, or employment in
various industries. Critical reasons affecting com-
panies' futures and employment upheavals include:

(1) Improved productivity and quality due to automa-
tion, mechanization, computer integration of

whole systems; new processes -- including great-
er flexibility, extensive use of instrumentation
and improved machines and tools, and more
sophisticated quality-control inspections and

systems.

(2) New materials: e.g., plastics and adhesives of various types made to users'
specifications and produced on-time in quantities orderer,, and others such as

fiber optics and ceramics.

(3) Increased competition, which is occurring as more firms from other nations
enter the U.S. and world markets, as well as inter-State and inter-community
competition. For example, at a time of excess auto and truck production
capacity around the world, Japanese companies are continuing to build produc-
tion plants in the U.S., which translates into some domestic-plant closings -

- and perhaps even a price war. The steel, automotive and electronics indus-

tries are still reeling under interational competition blows.

(4) Financial considerations: besides the quality and design factors pertaining
to each product made, such things as tariffs, and the value of the dollar
world-wide, and all costs of production and delivery factors drastically
affect employment and the growth or contraction indeed the very success or

failure of a company.

(5) Out-sourcing, which basically involves doing labor-intensive jobs overseas,

primarily to reduce costs by using 'cheap labor' -- such as in Mexico,
Taiwan, Malaysia, or ,:orea.

(6) (Industrial) transplants exist when one nation builds and operates a plant in

another nation (e.g., Japanese firms auto-assembly and parts plants in

Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio, etc.).

(7) "Just-in-Time" workers, (also called 'contingent workers') because employers
can expand or contract their numbers according to business conditions or
seasonal cycles;

(8) Inter-comparrk and other inter-organizational arrangements: joint planning,

cooperation and operations.

(9) "Reindustrialization": relocating a plant, such as to locations where
binsportation, infrastructure, markets, workforce considerations, etc. are
more favorable.

(10) "Mismatches" between the knowledge and skills needed by employers, and the
knowledge and skills of employees or job applicants, as well as the inability
of training and organizational structures to plan ahead, and act cohesively
to meet future needs.

(11) Factors of planning: becoming much more important are prompt application of
appropriate technology, pre uctivity, quality, design, innovation, timeli-
ness, service, customer satiofaction, total costs, direct investment in pro-

duction near markets, and entrepreneurship.

In Strategic management planning --

The most dangerous status
is the status quo.
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MANAGEMENT'S COLD SHOULDER FOR IMPROVED TECHNOLOGY *

The disleterest of owners, contractors, architect-engineer fires, and so on
in university research is all of a piece

with their diffidence toward unfamiliar new technology. The construction Industry adopts technological innovations far

more slowly than it could -- and probably should. Some promising new technology goes unused for many years due to

'institutional barriers' to wide dissemination....

?he organization of the industry, splintered as it is into myriad segments each more concerned with its own

preservation than overall advances, any well account more than any other single reason for this inertia. Moreover, an

array of institutional barriers blocks the spread of new technology from where it originates to places were it might be

used to cut building costs and increase productivity. A CICE study team identifies the major impediments as these:

restrictive building codes and technical standards; some labor agreements and craft jurisdictional issues; liability and

other legal considerations; lack of profit motive or other compelling incentives; counterproductive contractual

relationships and government regulations; industrial inertia; and communication difficulties. The list, long familiar to

most construction executives, typifies the intertwining of problems that tend to tether construction to the past.

... Commercial construction appears to be well in the lead over the past two decades, despite the absence of any

visible research and development structure. Intense competition has prompted developers, designers and owners to work

together to cut costs. Computerized design systems save expensive time in planning, for instance, and contracts written

with performance specifications enable contractors and their subcontractors to adopt practical new techniques.

In cont ast, the spread of new construction technology has been comparatively modest in general industrial

construction, process-industry (refineries, chemical and cement plants, etc.) and power plants. Buyers of factories are

usually more interested in a trouble-free facility than one made less costly by a new technology that has not yet become

standard practice. Companies that own process plants focus on improving the technology of the process or the product,

rather than on better ways to erect the me of equipment and controls that form a plant....

(Cjonstruction has long lagged behind most other industries in technical progress. Perhaps the biggest reason

is that the largest and most costly kind of construction, power
plants and heavy industrial facilities, are unique in two

ways: each lies on a different piece of land and hardly any two are technically alike, though elements of many are

somewhat similar. Construction companies have considered, probably justifiably, that money spent on research was not

money well spent....

... (Ube study team extracted insights about what portions of construction offer the highest potential for cost

cutting via technological research. Result: piping, electrical wort and installation of ae(limmical egsiment. But in

each of the four sectors, the opportunities for cost saving via better technology are different. In buildings,

leprovements are most needed in structure, enclosure skin, interior finishes and electrical work. in light industrial

Projects, again in descending order of priority, it's structure, piping and electrical work. For heavy industrial

projects, it's piping, electrical and then mechanical equipment. in power plants, the pecking ',rder is piping,

mechanical equip's:It and then electrical work.

... University of Texas researchers interviewed 51 craft superintendents
and field engineers at 14 sites in the

Southwest, Midwest and Vest, and in mid-Atlantic states to pinpoint precise construction inefficiencies and opportunities

for improvement. The overall conclusion: dramatic economic gains eight well flow from research and technological

improvement In eight areas: 1) piping, 2) installation of mechanical equipment, 3) electrical work, 4) structure, 5)

vessels, 6) heating, ventilating and air conditioning, 1) installation of special equipment, and 8) instrumentation....

Madero Ilmemet Systems: A Little-Vied Tool

... What's needed, briefly stated, is much more accurate and timely controls over design, planning and scheduling,

budgeting, procurement, material logistics, and quality assurance. Among other things, this requires more extensive use

of computers to help control decision making and its timing. These steps grow increasingly important to enable owners

and contractors to control costs as today's utility and industrial projects become increasingly more complex....

IOU COlatitia401 Lot the Nosey lSuamuq Report o the Coluteuctill Iddudthy Cost WittiVtIlt44 P4O4tttl. NAP 3. Shod-

C086114 a4 lielageseet. The 64441t44 Roundtable, lama 1913.
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HARNESSING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY *

Technological progress is probably more difficult in construction than it is in most other industrial fields, because

the construction Industry is broken Into so many virtually independent parts and pieces. ... One result of limited spheres

of Influence and limited geographical range is a void in information channels linking the entire industry. So information

about new technology has to be fed a drop at a time into a lot of places, rather than into a central organization that

spreads it where it's needed.

CIE( study team concludes that if much is to be accomplished to speed the snail's pace of new technology from

inventor to wide use in construction, owners will have to take the lead. No other participant in the industry has either

the money, or the incentive. Presumably owners would need to undertake joint action, since their own interests diverge,

and few can recapture the cost of innovating from a single use. Still, the study team reports documented returns ranging

from 10 to I to 20 to I are common for time and labor-force training spent putting new construction technology to work in

specific projects. The study team urges owners to collaborate in forming a national institute to gather information and

transfer the data to organizations that could use it. The plan, in part, is to try to involve potential users of promis-

ing ideas in financing their development to the point of commercial use.

There is no shortage of specific problems for innovative scientists to tackle. Piping, for instance, appears to be

the most inefficient among the major areas of construction. Alignment is often difficult and time-consuming because of

the close tolerances required. Tools often have to be made on the job site -- an awkward place for that kind of work --

to align large-diameter pipe. Flexible oipe would allow greater tolerances as would flexible bends. Another useful

device would be an interfiange connection device that would permit slight alterations in the direction of a pipe. Perhaps

more accurate alignment equipment could be devised. On some sites the old fashioned plumb bob and level are still the

standard tools for the tricky job. laser technology looks promising as a more up-to-date technique.

Connections require a quarter of the total time for installing pipe -- at least in industrial projects and power

plants, where tnere can be miles of piping. Most of the problems involve welding; one is the bulkiness of welding envie-

sent; some piping superintendents report that it takes a crew -- a welder and a pipefitter -- an hour or more to dismantle

their apparatus and move it to the next location. Is there a way to improved the design for the connection? Standardized

connections would help,, so would a flange with a built-in gasket.

At congested sites, lifting pipe into place can be an awkward job. Cranes, when used, require a lot of space to man-

euver, both on the ground and in the air. Comlunication between the crane and the crew doing the installation sometimes

leads to coordination problems. If the inefficiencies in installing pipe could be reduced to a process as efficient as

the averaje of all other operations, the cost saving would reach an estimated $S million for a typical power plant.

Installing mammies, equipment -- a major cost in industrial projects and power plants -- involves complicated dif-

ficulties in alignment and leveling. Tolerances in alignment, can be very close. The job is complex, requires great skill

and depends heavily on accurate technical information in the hands of the crew. One key to alignment is tools that are

internally controlled. Computer chips and lasers should enable crews to make more accurate measurements. A device is

needed to align piping and shafts to tolerances programmed into its memory, avoiding tedious and time consuming manual

alignmene. Alternatively materials could be devised that don't require such close tolerances. Flexible Joints or self -

aligning joints would make it much easier and less costly to install rotating equipment, which is very sensitive to any

pressure placed on it by piping or rotating shafts that are improperly aligned.

Tolerances for leveling may be as small as 1 /0th of an inch. Available tools, such as hydrosets, are usually not

accurate enough, time consuming and require great skill. laser technology holds praise for doing this better.

In electrical eat, tasks cry for improvement, installing cable raceways and testing are complicated and awkward

parts of the job; raceways must be put in place by hand -- when numerous craftsmen from other trews are competing to use

the same space. Flexible conduit would solve some of these problems, and plug-in connectors would help.

Pulling wire through conduits is a troublesome task. It is hard to avoid dinging the wire even though most crews

use improved wire - protection material and lubricants such as soapstone. The operation has been speeded up -- a bit --by

mechanical tuggers. But they don't respond to tension on the wire, so the operator cannot always tell if the wire snags.

What's needed Is a tugger with built-in drag, like a fishing reel. Mineral-insulation cable eliminates the need for con-

dolt, but appropriate uses for it are limited. A wire puller is needed that could be used as the conduit is Installed --

perhaps with adhesive slip-ring connectors. It would reduce the risk of wire damage in pulling and eliminate the return

trip by a crew to do the wire pulling long after the conduit is in place.

On hmlance, more resurch and development is needed to promote tedoologial progress in construction. humping that

the whale! cost Welt ratio should be at lust IN to I, am indratry-vide oetlei of Rd million per year weld be

justifiable only for 111 on three items: lestallInnimmludal oulmmt, and ',atrial work.

From 'Harnessing Research and Technology', More Construction for the Money (Summery Report of the Construction Industry

Cost Effectiveness Project). The Business Roundtable, January 1983. [Underlines and boldface are added.]
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III THE NATION'S LABOR FORCE

LABOR-FORCE CHARACTERISTICS

The labor force, like the
population, is aging, causing
an increasing number and pro-
portion of the (ex-perienced)
labor force to retire and to
need to be replaced. However,
also as with the population as
a whole, the number of youth
entering the labor force has
been declining and is expected
to continue declining until

the mid-1990s. A major effect
of this shrinking number of
Young potential workers is

increasing competition among
education institutions, the
military, and business or
industry to attract those
youth who are most qualified.

A Dwindling Force In The Were Force

U.S.A.

The 1849 Ape Group That
Presidia Um Entry-Level

Warfare

Source: U.S. bureau of Labor Statistics
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While the youth in the labor force
has been dropping, an increasing number
and proportion of new labor-force en-
trants are from disadvantaged back-

grounds (e.g.. high-school dropouts)

and lacking necessary employment educa-
tion and skills, and the numbers and
proportion of Minorities entering the
labor force has been increasing and is
expected to continue growing. Rapidly
increasing are Blacks and Hispanics,
who are more likely to have disadvan-
taged backgrounds, and Asian Americans,
wao are more likely to be well-educated
and work-oriented. Also increasing,

however, are the numbers and proportion
of White disadvantaged potential work-
ers.

The population explosion in South-
ern and Far Western states has greatly
enlarged the labor force and consumer
demand in these states. As with popu-

lation shifts, manufacturing Jobs have been shifting from the North to Sun Belt
states. Even during the last three years when manufacturing employment was de-
clining overall, manufacturing employment in Sun Belt states was lacreasing,
both in rejuvenated heavy manufacturing and in light manufacturing. Even so,

the overall decline in the traditional heavy-manufacturing locations more than
offset the gains in the'Sun Belt. Many Northern states offset these losses in
manufacturing Jobs with increases in (typically lower-paying) service jobs.
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Employers will be begging for skilled workers. while the unskilled are left out

The great jobs mismatch

This Labor Day and for the rest of the century, the U.S. is hanging out a 'Help Wanted' sign -- but only selected appli-

cants neeJ apply. Not only is the pool of new workers shrinking fast, there's also a growing mismatch between the skills

they bring to the job and those employers are crying for.

The scramble could herald a golden decade of rising salaries and greater job opportunities for anyone trained to handle

advanced technologies and complex information. More women will get the chance to move up to managerial and technical posi-

tions. Opportunity will knock for many baby-boomers sidetracked in the 1911s. Trained Immdgrants will be sought after. Put

for people without a college education or experience, the century's closing years could be an economic dirk age.

Looking at the numbers. the U.S. labor force is on a demographic roller coaster, careening from the baby boom to the

baby bust. Between now and the year 2011, the supply of new Job seekers will barely inch ahead, expanding by just over 1

percent annually. That follows the '61s and "Ies, when waves of baby-boomers, immigrants and fools workers swelled labor's

ranks by 2.4 percent a year -- growing faster than the population of India. Today, the nation counts 35.4 million 16-to-24 -

year -olds as the prime source of new labor. That's 1.1 million fewer than just a decide ago. And the number of youth of

that age is expected to fall 5.1 million more in the next it years.

With fewer new workers to choose from, 'the economy is catching fire for almost anyone with good education and exper-

ience,' says Gordon Berlin of the ford foundation. Jobs for accountants, for example, are expected to jump by 41 percent, to

1.3 million, by the turn of the century, according to the government's Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). Slots for doctors,

teachers and other professionals are forecast to soar by 3.1 million or nearly 31 percent.

But behind that good news, 'there is a widening gip between what the economy requires and what the new labor force will

provide,' says Thomas Espenshade, senior research associate at the nonprofit Urban Institute. He estimates that through the

end of the century, three fourths of all new jobs will need people with some college education and skills -- while only about

half of all new workers are likely to have gone beyond high school. Moreover, computerization of the workplace will move

millions of today's lower -level jobs out of the reach of the less skilled. ... As a result, the labor force may well include

a growing army of unskilled workers, espec'elly young blocks aril Hispanics, facing at best fitful employment.

t fg2PIPIZLIEMZI

The squeeze for new skilled labor is forcing many employers to take special steps -- from raising starting Jelaries to

expanding retraining programs -- to get the pc!ple they need..

However, the big winners in coming years may well

be educated and experienced baby-boomers. Some of

those boomers, forced in the 1911s to take jobs for

which they were overqualified, will get second chances

to shift directions and move up. 'Companies prying

top dollar are figuring out they can find 31-year-olds

with experience who will gladly work nearly as cheaply

as the top new graduates,' says Victor Lindquist, head

of job-placement services for Northwestern University.

Eves more Important for the boomer:, many firms

are easing the labor squeeze by expanding on-job re-

training. ... Says Peter Cannon, Rockwell (Interne-

timers) chief scientist: 'We need certain numbers

of skilled people, and we will do what we have to to

get them. With the demographics of the baby bust,

It's cheaper to retrain those we've already got.'
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The tightenic2 market for skilled labor will also help working wow. The gap between women's and eon's loges -- what

Coital& University dconomist "wild Blocs calls 'one of the irk/Olt constants In economics for over 31 years' -- airledy

is beginning to close. In the last six years, the ratio of women's wages to en's rose from 61 to 65 percent. And the Com-

sus berm reports that working women, age 21 to 2$, now tare on average only 16 percent less than young men -- compered with

a 23 percent gap in 1901.

More cholcos for taw

The wage gap will close eves faster if, as expected, the labor squeeze lures more women to higher-wing occupa-

tions.... There are signs that more women are being drawn to male - dominated fields: Some 41 percent of new business-school

students are women.

Whatever their jobs, more bowl will take their places le the working world -- If only because more women now consider

meaningful and veil -paid work to be a desirable and achievable psi. The KS estimates that, by 1995, 81 percent of adult

women age 25 to 44 will hold jobs, as agelest 12 percent today.

Even more than in the pest, America is becoming a land of special opportunity for highly skilled Immigrants. Because of

a dearth of homegrown applicants, foreign -born and trained (lectors occluded for 29S of the 1,152 first-year residents and

interns hired in 1,86 by New York City's public medical facilities. Foreign-bore students, many of whom will stay to work,

ears more than half of new Ph.l.'s In engemering from U.S. universities and nearly one third of doctorates In physics.

tiorclilgiuetrAinorities

For all its opportunities, the new American labor market won't be a welcome

place for those without a sheepskin or special skills. Minorities any find

themselves in special peril. Newly half of all new workers between now and

2101 will be black or Nispenic -- groups "disproportioestely represented among

those with less education,' according to a sew Labor (*portliest study of Amer-

icans' Job prospects In the 1991s.

Pages of rent ads for couiter jobs at fast-food restaurants chow that there

is still work for those with fey skills. le some areas, fast-food outlets short

of teenage help are taking on recent retirees, and experts say new jobs in rest -

surest', especially part time, will mushroom through the '91s. The problem for

yang, Inner -city job seekers is that most of the Jots are In prosperous sub-

urbs, out of commuting range. The same Catch-22 is forecast for agriculture.

especially le the Vest, If immigration restrictions cause labor shortages.

The pinch on the low- skilled will be aggravated by a coati:elks slide In

blee-collar Jobs. The Department of Labor estimates that U.S. menu-

factorise, which lost 2 million jobs over the last seven Mrs. will lose

134.111 we by the year 2111. What's more, jobs still open to the low-skilled

are paying less. Adjusted for Inflation, the average earnings of 30-year-old

Ill.-school dropouts plwasted by 41 percent, to less than $11,N1, from 1913 to

1905, and the trend continues. For 31-yew-old high - school graduates, average amines fell by some 31 percent to $11,211

during the period. It is only the college grads whose inflation-adjusted incomes at age 31 are moving up again, after

remaining steady at around $26,111 from '13 to '85.

111 the evidence 'points to growing economic inequality,' says University of Maryland economist Frank Levy. And that

poses the dealer that the V.S. will enter the 21st century as a nation of haves and have -nots glaring at each other across a

deep divide defined by education and skills.

'WHERE THE JOBS WILL BE
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A SHALLOW LABOR POOL SPURS BUSINESSES
TO ACT TO BOLSTER EDUCATION

(HIGHLIGHTS)*

... The labor pool of younger workers who historically fill entry-level jobs is declining in both numbers and quality,

for reasons ranging from the demographic to the social, while the jobs welting for them require ever more knowledge and skill.

Alarmed by this double whammy -- and by the cost of screening applicants and providing special training -- business is

trying to get more involved in improving basic general education....

letkads of Attack

Some businesses are reacting by jumping into politics and twisting arms to win educational reform and bigger school

budgets. Others are financing teacher and student scholarships, research and school-budget supplements. Still others are

fighting high dropout rates and enticing students to read more. (Separately, companies are getting more involved in internal

educational programs to help employees advance their careers....)

The early returns from the companies' educational efforts are promising, but the problem isn't amenable to a quick

fix....

Though only a relatively small percentage of Americans have trouble reading or writing a simple passage and counting out

bus fare, a distressing number can't do much more than that. The Federal Education Department estimates that the U.S. has 11

million to 21 million functional illiterates, people whose meager skills aren't up to the demands that life and work place

upon them.

Ewes I ve Mistakes

They commit eany costly blunders ... $2,200 on a $22 settlement ... misordered $1 million in parts ... misread a label

and killed a pen of cattle. ... To forestall such problems, one of every three major U.S. corporations now provides some form

of basic skills training for employees.... [P]roductivity losses caused by poorly educated workers, together with the price

of remedial training, costs business about $25 billion a year.

That is bad enough. But business is even more concerned as jobs requiring more than the most basic reading, writi:ig and

computational skills become the fastest growing sector of the labor market.

foedmotal Flays

[T]he total number of young people in the labor pool will constrict sharply as the generation of the baby boom gives

way to that of the baby bust. Second, a rising proportion of those people in the pool will be minority-group members -- the

very group that schools have had the least success ip educating.

Also, more people who once went into entry-level jobs after high school now go to college, meaning that those left for

employer to choose from are generally the less accomplished and less ambitious members of their classes....

The explosion of new opportunities for women has contributed mightily to that. ... While all this is happening, entry -

level jobs are growing more complex and demanding....

Milk Smell...

In a number of cases, employers are concentrating on specific aspects of the educational problem ... the nature of the

learning process itself ... the dropout rate ... poor attendance and grades ... reading ... teaching. ... [lin recent years

business has been instrumental in forcing costly reforms through reluctant legislatures....

lode Caplet

It is too early to say with any certainty whether the corporate efforts to improve education will add up to a markedly

improved work force in years to come. But the so-called Boston Compact provides an encouraging sign. Five years ago 200

Boston-area companies challenged local schools to register St annual improvements in school attendance, the high - school drop-

out rate, and college and job placements. In turn, the companies promised to expand part-time and summer jobs for high

schoolers, and to hire more graduates full time.

Several major concerns have since set up endowments for teacher fellowships, dropout prevention measures and experimental

programs schools couldn't afford. The Compact now offers financial aid to any Boston public high-school graduate who wants to

continue his education.

The experiment has been deemed ... successful.... Meanwhile, the Compact has build up ... [']good-faith money that shows

we want this to continue in perpetuity. ... One of the things we've learned is that change doesn't come overnight.'

J.C. Sigma, Tke Vitt Steel.* Jesuit, Monday, Sept. 2$, 1911, pp. 1,19.
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RELATIONSHIPS AMONG EDUCATIONAL LEVEL.
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE. AND INCOME: 1986

ADULT WORKER
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE EDUCATCONAL LEVEL AVERAGE ANNUAL INCOME

> 4 Yrs. College $33,443

4.5% 1 3 Yrs. College immengiliggil

6.9% 4 Yrs. H.S. only ummommujoiggpi

11.6% < 4 Years H.S. alangill

gerdv 'Peoiet.tiama 911,' Fatt19111.0.36.

The chart above graphically illustrates that: (1) the higher the formal

educational level. the greater the average annual income and (2) the lower the

formal educational level. the higher the unemployment rate. -- Just two more

ways to show that education pays off.

THE CHANGING U.S. tow Fou (12§§ 1000) AI
Tc
WTERACY SKILL LEVELS

BT a tolEci OccurATIuNAL CLU.R:

191* il 1984

SELECTED EMPLOYMENT If til itt LITERACY

AVERAGE

RATINGS

OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTER 10810 PERCENT EMPLOYMENT CHANGE 1986-2100 LOW NIGH

teteral/Compliter/Noth Sci 738

!maddens 3.65P

Lawyers I Ju0019 565

Engineers. Arcnit., Survey 1.561

Service Occupations 11.536

serketiag I Sales OCCUP 12.606

Managerial I Support Occup 10.583

Construction Trades

=mars. Librar.. Counsel 4.949

Adds.- Support Occt 19.851

Transport. l Veldt Opera 4,789

Helpers i Laborers 4,273

Precision Prod. Yorkers 3.066

lading Setters, °Perot 4,964

Assemblers I Nano- Yorkers 2,701

Agric., Forestry, Fishing 3.556

11.1

11.1

17.11

I .611

19.21

Total, All Occupations

!la
38 41

r...n1

31.41)

31.6i1

10.1 11

19.28.1641

NM,

5.71

4.1195.1

31.717
1.1

2.6

3.21n

*Average of

Language, Math

Reading

Sem C.T. Si14444i I I.N. Laka4icetct, 'A Look at OcesPetienat bailment T41444 to tke hen TOW' Nagy, Lam

it!, Sept. 1917, Vol. 110 INo. 91, pp. 46-63 10.44 ate 'MOM Tit-844 11-7, Mice .4 Noma MAW. Pude(

111014/4011. Y.B. John ton i A.E. Palm, Voilk4sime Isdismast44. IN: MA* 1141,41a.c. lac 1917.

Much has been written about the growing necessity for all to have mastered
the basic academic skills. Looking at future employment projections. the
conclusion must be drawn that the fastest growing occupations will require the
highest literacy ratings. -- More evidence of the critical nature of a solid
education foundation.
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IV THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

CONSTRUCTION (GENERAL) *

The constant-dollar value of new construction put in place in the

United States i, 1988 will be about the same as the near-record level of

1981. Although the number of housing starts will decline, the value of

residential construction put in place will increase slightly because of home

Improvement' expenditures and the trend toward larger homes. rAmmercial con-

struction will continue to decline, especially office buildings and hotels.

Public works construction will increase moderately. Foreign construed

contracting by U.S. fires will decline in 1988 because of weak markets

(less attractive financing] and intensifying competition.

Outlook for III

The constant-dollar value of construction in 1988 will be about the same as In 1981, but certain categories of

construction will increase solidly. The most praising markets appear to be home improvement, manufacturing

facilities, hospitals, schools, water and sewer systems, and public service buildings. The weaker markets will be

apartments, office buildings hotels, other commercial building, and electric power generation. Difficult

International market conditions will continue in 1988 because low commodity prices and debt repayment problems will

limit development projects in most of the major Third World markets.

The weber of housing starts will decline slightly to less than 1.6 million units, but the value of

residential construction will remain largely unchanged because of increases in average house size and continued

growth in home Improvement expenditures. Private nonresidential construction will continue to decline, primarily

because of high vacancy rates for commercial buildings and the elimination of major tax benefits for commercial

real estate investment. Public vorks construction will continue to increase modestly, as solid increases in state

and local spending offset small declines in Federal construction expenditures.

4
larTermPropects

Demand for commercial construction will be depressed for the next few years by an oversupply of buildings and

the effects of tax reform, but the outlook for most other types of construction is fairly optimistic. The

macroeconomic forecast predicts conditions that are favorable for construction -- continued economic growth, fairly

stable interest rates, slow inflation, declining Federal budget deficits, and declining trade deficits. Given this

macroeconomic scenario, the overall value of construction put in place should remain near current levels In 1988

and 1989 and then set new records in the early 1"90s....

The U.S. construction industry will face a number of challenges during the next S years, including foreign

competition. Supply of workers, and liability insurance. The foreign construction contractors now entering the

U.S. market generally are well-financed and often possess construction expertise equal or superior to American

capability. Barring substantial productivity gains, labor shortages and labor nullity could become motor problems

as the supply of young workers available to the U.S. construction industry dwindles because of demographic trends

and low unemployment rates. The cost of liability insurance will probably stabilize during the next several years,

but long-run insurance trends are largely dependent on legislative and judiciary developments In tort reform.

Select: U.S. Indiuttial Outlook 1911 -- CotAtction
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In terms of dollar output, the construction industry has been growing at an
average annual rate of at least one percent since 1972, at which time the dollar
output was $394 billion. In 1986, the dollar output had increased to $462 bil-
lion. It is projected to increase even more rapidly (1.5% annually) by the year
2000, reaching $560.5 billion. However, not all types of construction have or
are expected to participate in this increase equally. This is especially true
C.- new farm housing, alterations and additions and new nonfarm housing other
than single units. In contrast. types which have and are expected to continue
increasing faster than the average are new commercial buildings, new electric
utility facilities, new nonfarm buildingSnot elsewhere classified, maintenance
and repair construction, and new water supply and sewage facrit!es. *

Finally, maintenance and repair construction represents the largest per-
centage of dollar output of all types of construction. This dollar output grew
from $84 billion in 1972 (21% of the total) to $136 billion in 1986 (30%) and is
projected to increase to $174 billion by 2000 (31%).

DOLLAR OUTPUT BY TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION: 1972 TO PROJECTED 2000
Moderate Trend: Billions of 1982 $1

DOLLAR OUTPUT

TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION

Actual

1972 1979 I 1586

$394.2 $422.1 $336.6 $461.1

Projected

21111

$522.6 $560.5

AVERAGE ANNUAL RATE

Of CNANGE

'72-79 '79-86 '86-95 '86-01

1.01 1.31 1.51 1.51
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4°Neintesimce I Repair Construct
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CONSTRUCTION EMPLOYMENT *

The increase in construction employment is not expected to be as great as the expansion in construction

activity. Continued technological developments lo construction methods, tools and equipment, materials, and

material movement will raise output per worker.

Employment in the construction trades ... is concentrated in industrialized and highly populated areas.

About I out of A skilled construction workers is self-employed and contracts with homeowners and businesses

for smell Jobs. ... Most training authorities recommend formal apprenticeship training as the best way to acquire

the all-round skills of the construction trades. in most communities, apprenticeship programs are supervised by

Joint apprenticeship committees composed of local employers and union representatives.... In areas where these

joint committees have not been established, the apprenticeship agreement is solely between the apprentice and the

employer....

Although apprenticeship provides the most thorough training, most people acquire construction skills

informally by working as laborers and helpers and observing experienced workers and/or attending vocational or

trade schools or by taking correspondence courses.

Plumbers & Pipefitters:

Apprenticeship is the best way for plumbers or pipefitters to learn all aspects of these trades. Most people,

however, learn plumbing and pipefitting by working for several years as helpers to experienced plumbers and

pipefitters. Apprenticeship programs for plumbers and pipefitters are administered by local union-management com-

mittees.

Most communities require plumbers to be licensed. To obtain a license, workers most pass an examination to

demonstrate knowledge of the trade and of local plumbing codes.

In addition to jobs created by increased demand for plumbers and pipefitters, many openings will occur each

year from the need to replace experienced workers who retire, die, or stop working for other reasons. Relatively

few plumbers and pipefitters transfer to other occupations. ... Nevertheless, most Job openings will stem from

replacement needs.

(The unemployment rate in the construction industry generally is about twice that of all industries combined.

However, the] employment of (plumbers and pipefitters) ... generally is less sensitive to changes in economic con-

ditions than many other construction trades.

Occepattoest Outlook Neetboek, 11916-17 (dittos: WWI 21511 8aseta o4 lobos StatiAticA. ilsatalton, P.C., 1986.

INDUSTRY AND_OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT TRENDS
TLIffMUS29 **

The nation's total economy Is projected to generate more than 21 million Jobs between 1986 and 2000. While a

considerable number, this 19 percent increase is only half the average rate of Increase that occurred over the

Prewleus 11 -year period, 1912 -1986.

Trends by Major Industries

... More than 811 percent of the rise in total employment is projected to occur among wage and salary workers

In wholesale and retail trap and in services. Increases in the number of marketing and sales and service workers

are expected to account for almost half of the employment gains in these two industry divisions. (Underline added)

... Although most of the total employment change is projected to occur in trade and services, several other

industry divisions have notable changes. Finance, insurance, and real estate is projected to account for 8 percent

of the growth in total employment or 1.6 million Jobs.... (Underline added)

" Seim: WaLtikti Raki, Sept. 1911. U.S. Opt. o4 Wok, imeas o4 Woe Statiotico.
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Government (excluding State and local government employees in education and hospitals) is projected to account

for nearly 4 percent of total employment growth (811,100 jobs).... [Underline added]

The Ngskom Industry division is projected to decrease, by more than 811,001 Jobs. ... Many of the

detailed occupations In these groups are expected to be affected by automation and a decrease In demand for the

products of Industries in which they are concentrated because of changes in consumer tastes, shifts in governmertal

priorities, and Increases in foreign competition. Despite the drop in employment, some occupational groups within

menefacturing are expected to grow. The group with the largest job increase is engineers, followed by managers and

technicians. [Underline added]

The agriculture. forestry. and fishino division has a proiected increase in employment among wage and salary

workers, but If self-employed agriculture workers (Includes farmers) are included, the industry shows a decrease.

[Underline added)

The number of self-meowed workers end unpaid family workers combined is projected to increase by 12.2

percent, from 9.8 million In 1966 to 10.9 million in the year 2000. (Underline added)

Trends for Construction Trades

Employment for carpenters Is projected to grow by about 18 per-

cent, or by 182,010 jobs -- the largest numerical increase among occupations in this cluster. Close to one-third

of the gain Is expected to occur among self-employed carpenters. The residential building and nonresidential

carpentering and flooring Industries are expected to add the bulk of the remaining Jobs.

Employment In the electricians occupation is projected to grow by 89,111 Jobs. Most of the increase is

expected to occur in construction, which will more than offset job losses projected for electricians in

menefecturing.

Employment for painters and paperhangers (construction and aaintenance) Is projected by 90,000 Jobs. More

than 41 percent of this Increase Is expected among self-employed painters and paperhangers.

Employment is the plumbers, pipefitters, amd stanfitters occation is projected to home am hams of

49,111 jobs, mutely occurring is construction. [Sold added]
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In 1986, the construction industry represented 4.8 percent of all employment,
with 4.9 million workers, more than half of which (2.8 million) were employed with
special-trade contractors. By the year 2000, construction employment is projected to
ircrease, by almost 900,000 but represent only 4.7 percent of all employment because
of a slightly lower projected growth rate than for all occupations (18.2% vs. 19.9%,
respectively). However, employment for special-trade contractors is projected to
grow slightly more rapidly (20.8%) than for all industries. Plumbing, heating and
air-conditioning employment is projected to grow from approximately 626,000 in 1986
to 747,OCO in 2000, at a rate (19.3%) slightly below the average.

U.S. WAGE AND SALARY EMPLOYMENT BY TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION:
1986 AND PROJECTED 2000
(NUMBERS IN THOUSANDS)

INDUSTRY

EMPLOYMENT
Projected

1986 2000

TOTAL, ALL INDUSTRIES 101,868.3 122,088.9

EMPLOYMENT
CHANGE

Number Percent

20,220.6 19.9%

Construction 4,903.5 5,794.0 890.5 18.2%

General contractors i operative builders 1,293.3 1,481.0 187.7 14.5%

Residential building construction 655.3 750.0 94.7 14.5%

Operative builders 56.4 34.0 -.'1.4 -37.9%

Nonresidential building construction 581.6 696.0 114.4 19.7%

General contractors, exc. building 778.1 893.0 114.9 14.81

Highway and street construction 271.9 325.0 53.1 19.5%

Heavy constr., exc. highway & street 506.2 568.0 61.8 12.2%

Special-trade contractors 2,832.1 3,420.0 587.9 20.8%,
APlumbing, heating, & air-conditioning 625.9 747.0 121.1 19.3%-

Painting, paper hanging, & decorating 163.1 203.0 39.9 24.5%

Electrical work 522.2 633.0 110.8 21.2%

Masonry, stoae, tile work, plastering 460.7 560.0 99.3 2 :

Carpentering & flooring.. 173.7 211.0 37.3 21.4
Roofing & sheet-metal work 207.0 260.0 53.0 25.6%

Concrete work 184.2 214 0 29.8 16.2%

Water well drilling 16.7 21.0 4.3 25.7%

Misc. special trade contractors 478.6 571.0 92.4 19.3%

SOURCE: Vatenke. A. PenAonkett, 044kce o4 Economi.c. Gnowth and EmpLoyment rnoiectionA,
U.S. Department o4 Labor, &matt o4 Labor StatkAtke4, 441 "G" Street, N.W.,

WdAittngton, D.C. 20212.
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WORKFORCE NEEDS AHEAD FOR THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY *

According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of the
Census, there is an increasing need for new construction industry workers of

greater than 260,000 annually: 180,000 for replacement needs and 83,000 for

growth needs. The construction industry has the greatest numerical need for

new workers then any other specific industry. In addition, te greatest need
is for unskilled workers, who comprise the largest category of construction
labor and who have the least work attachment to the construction industry.

()There are at least six factors threatening the worker supply. These

include the following:

Aging of the current workforce -- need to replace increasing numbers of
retiring workers.

Changing retirement patterns -- decreasing number continue to work until
standard retirement age, especially within construction crafts.

Decreasing number of young persons entering workforce.
[Increasing proportion of new workforce entrants from at-risk groups. who
are less likely to enter the construction industry (e.g., Minorities)].

The increasing market for construction.
Hindrances to maintaining balance between labor supply and demmnd. First,

these include cyclical swings in employment: There tends to be a reduc-
tion of apprenticeship enrollments when employment decreases. and this is

possibly accentuated by reduced employment in union construction. Sec-

ondly, the geographical concentration of construction efforts can be a
hindrance. The growth in construction and attraction of new workers have

been concentrated in the South and in the West. In contrast, older,
experienced workers are concentrated in areas with declining Joo opportu-
nities and are less likely to relocate to find Jobs.

There are several possible special sources for supplying needed workers.
These include the following:

Retired construction workers. who are more likely to return to parttime
work.

Workers with previous construction experience who are no longer working in

construction industry: The movement in and out of t' construction

industry is greater than previously believed, and factors attracting
workers back into construction are undocumented.

(Special efforts to retain experienced workers longer.]
(Increasing special efforts to attract. train and retain Minorities within

the construction industry.]

* Robent Ga4genow, "Meettng the Futune Need 4on Conatnuetton Labon," ConAtnae-

ton. Nov. 1985, VoL. LXVII (No. 11). PP. 29-32.
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Construction Occupations
(selected est saett ie the Oteepatiou.t Week lialleek, 191i-11 Edition, Batittia MO, U.S. Pot. of lithos,

keen of Labe Ststidir.4.1

Loth,' Jction trades workers make up
one of the largest groups of skilled
workers in the Nation's labor force.
These trades offer good opportunities
for young people who are not planning
to go to college but who are willing to
spend several years learning a skilled
occupation. Construction workers can
find jobs in all parts of the country and
also have greater opportunities to
open their own businesses than work-
ers in most other skilled occupations.

What are the Construction Trades?
Workers in the construction trades
build, repair, and modernize homes
and other kinds of buildings. They
also work on a variety of other
projects, including airports. mass
transportation systems, roads. recre-
ation facilities, and powerplants.

Construction workers may be
grouped into three categories: Struc-
tural, finishing, and mechanical.
Structural workers include: Bricklay-
ers, carpenters, concrete masons,
ironworkers. construction machinery
operators. stonemasons, and boiler-
makers. Finishing workers include:
Drywall installers and finishers, car-
pet installers. glaziers, insulation
workers. marble setters, painters. pa-
perhangers, plasterers, roofers. ter-
razzo workers. and tilesetters. Me-
chanical workers include: Electri-
cians, pipefitters, plumbers. sheet-
metal workers, and millwrights.

Most construction trades are de-
scribed individually later in this sec-
:ion. Boilermakers and millwrights
are described elsewhere in the Hand-
book.

Working Conditions
Construction work frequently requires
prolonged standing, bending, and
working in cramped quarters. Expo-
sure to weather is common since
much of the work is done outdoors or
in partially enclosed structures. Many
people prefer construction work be-
cause it permits them to be outdoors.

Construction workers may work
with sharp tools. amidst a clutter of
materials or on scaffolding. As a re-
sult. they have more injuries than

workers in other jobs. Indeed, con-
struction has the highest injury and
illness rate of any industry. However,
employers increasingly are emphasiz-
ing safe working co :ditions and stress-
ing safe work habitspractices that
reduce the risk of injuries. "Hard
hats." steel-toed shoes, safety belts,
and nets are some of the devices that
help reduce risk.

Employment
Construction trades workers, exclud-
ing supervisors, held 4 million jobs in
1984. Most were employed by con-
tractors in the construction industry.
The vast majority of construction con-
tractors employ fewer than 10 people.
A few large contractors, however,
employ thousands. Many construc-
tion workers are employed in other
industries to do maintenance and re-
pair work. For example, plumbers
and pipefitters maintain the complex
pipe networks in chemical processing
plants. Government agencies employ
construction workers to maintain
highways, buildings, and sanitation
systems.

About 1 out of 4 skilled construc-
tion workers is self-employed and
contracts with homeowners and busi-
nesses for small jobs. Self-employ-
ment is most common in paperhang-
ing, painting, and floor covering work,
but it also is found in other trades.

Employment in the construction
trades is distributed geogaphicalir in
much the same way as the Nation's
population. It is concentrated in in-
dustrialized and highly populated ar-
eas.

Training, Other Qualifications, and
Advancement
Most training authorities recommend
formal apprenticeship training as the
best way to acquire the all-round
skills of the construction trades. Ap-
prenticeship is a prescribed period of
on-the-job training, supplemented by
related classroom instruction designed
to familiarize apprentices with the ma-
terials, tools. and prin :iples of their
trade. Formal apprenticeship agree-
ments are registered with a State ap-
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prenticeship agency or the U.S. De-
partment of Labor's Bureau of Ap-
prenticeship and Training.

Apprentices generally must be at
least 18 years old and in good physical
condition. A high school education or
its equivalent, including courses in
mathematics and mechanical drawing,
is desirable. Courses in construction
trades, such as carpentry and electric-
ity, also are recommended. Often, ap-
plicants are given aptitude tests.

The formal apprenticeship agree-
ment generally calls for 3 to 4 years of
on-the-job training and 144 hours or
more of related classroom instruction
each year. On the job. most instric-
lion is given by a skilled worker to
whom the apprentice is assigned.

Classroom instruction usually in-
cludes courses such as history of the
trade, characteristics of materials.
shop mathematics. and basic con-
struction principles.

In most communities, apprentice-
ship programs are supervised by joint
apprenticeship committees composed
of local employers and union repre-
sentatives. Committees determine the
need for apprentices and establish
minimum standards of . iucation.
experience, and training.

In areas where these joint commit-
tees have not been established. the
apprenticeship agreement is solely be-
tween the apprentice and the employ-
er. Many people have received valu-
able training under these programs,
but they have some disadvantages.
No committee is available to super-
vise the training offered and settle
differences over the terms and condi-
tions of training. And, if the employer
lacks continuous work or does only a
restricted type of work. the appren-
tice may find it difficult to develop
all-round skills.

Although apprenticeship provides
the most thorough training, most peo-
ple acquire construction skills infor-
mally by working as laborers and
helpers and observing experienced
workers and/or attending vocational
or trade schools or by taking corre-
spondence courses.

In many localities. some construc-



Earnings of wage and salary construction workers vary widely.
Range of weekly earnings for mottle 50 Percent
of full-time employees. 1984
$200 $300 $400

Electricians

PlUrnDerS ano oloefitters
Structural ano reintort.nc metal

workers
Drywall workers ana iatners

Insulation workers

Came! installer!

Bricklayers ano stonemasons

Rooters

Carpenters

Painters and oaoernangers

Concrete masons ano errazzc
workers

$500 $600

tion workersmost commonly elec-
tricians and plumbersare required
to have a license. To qualify for li-
censes. they must pass an examina-
tion to demonstrate a broad knowl-
edge of the job and of State and local
regulations.

Since construction requires a team
effort. the ability to work well with
supervisors. peers. and subordinates
is vital. Manual dexterity is necessary
to work quickly and accurately with
trowels. hammers. chisels. levels.
saws. drills. and other tools and ma-
chinery. The ability to solve mechan-
ical and structural problems is impor-
tant for many highly skilled construc-
tion trades. With guidelines from an

architect. for example. a plumber
might plan the layout of a plumbing
system for a kitchen or bathroom to
make dr best use of existing plumb-
ing and limited space. Precision, an
eye for detail, the ability to picture
objects from blueprints. and color dis-
elimination also ar vital.

Construction tr. workers may
advance in a number of ways. Many
become supervisors. In most locali-
ties. small jobs are run by -working
supervisors" who work along with
members of their crews. On larger
jobs. they just supervise. They also
can become estimators for contrac-
tors. Estimators calculate material re-
quirements and lat;or costs so con-

The unemployment rate in construction generally is
about twice that in all industries combined.

Pe cent unemployedl
25

20

15 -

to

5

U^ereceove, et rates 'T' waoe arc saary
Sr)ue-f: Bureau Of LAC S' StarlfC
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tractors can bid on projects.-Some
workers advance to superintendents
on large projects. Others become in-
structors in trade and vocational
schools or sales representatives for
building supply companies. A large
number of construction trades work-
ers become self-employed contrac-
tors.

Starting a small contract construc-
tion business is easier than starting a
small business in many other indus-
tries. Only a moderate financial in-
vestment is needed to conduct a sub-
stantial business from one's home.
However, the field is very competi-
tive, rind the rate of failure is high.

Job Outlook
Employment in tile construction
trades is expected to increase about as
fast as the average for all occupations
through the mid-1990's. Anticipated
rapid growth in business investment
for new factories. office buildings.
stores. hotels. powerplants. and other
structures will stimulate demand for
construction workers. Maintenance
and repair work on all types of struc-
tures is expected to increase.

Earnings
Median weekly earnings for construc-
tion trades workers. not including su-
pervisors. were about 5367 in 1984.
Wage rates for apprentices and other
trainees usually start at 50 percent of
the rate paid to experienced workers
and increase at 6-month to 1- ear in-
tervals until the full rates are achieved
upon the completion of training.

Wage rates generally were highest
in the West and lowest in the South.
Unionized workers generally earned
more than nonunion workers. Except
for a few trades. such as electricians
and plumbers and pipefitters. yearly
earnings for experienced workers and
their apprentices generally arc lower
than weekly rates would indicate be-
cause poor weather and downturns in
construction activity may limit the
amount of work.

Winter is the slack period for con-
struction activity, particularly in cold-
er regions. Be-

cause constructie^ trades depend on
one anotherparticularly on large
projectswork delays or strikes in
one trade can delay or stop the work
rat others.

A large proportion of construction
workers are members of trade unions
affiliated with the Building and Con-
Ntruction Trades Department of the
AFL-C10.



Plumbers and (Selected extnacti Pio' the Occupational Outlook Handbook, 191i-17 Edition,

Pipefitters

Nature of the Work
By simply turning on a faucet, a per-
son activates a long, complex system
of pipes. Small copper or plastic pipes
connect the faucet to the building's
main water pipes. These pipes in turn
are connected to the cast iron or con-
crete pipes of the municipal water
systeus that run underground for miles
to a water treatment plant. Larger
pipes connect the plant to a river,
reservoir, or other water source.

Other pipe systems dispose of
waste, provide water to fight fires, and
transport water and steam for cooling
and heating. Pipe systems in power-
plants play an essential role in produc-
ing electricity by carrying the steam
that powers huge turbines. Pipes also
are used in manufacturing plants to
move material through the production
process.

Plumbers and pipefitters install and
maintain all these vitally important
pipe systems. Although plumbing and
pipefitting are sometimes considered a
single trade, workers may specialize
in either craft. Plumbers build and
-repair the water, waste disposal,
drainage, and gas systems in homes
and commercial and industrial build-
ings. They also install plumbing fix-
turesbathtubs, sinks. and toilets
and appliances such as dishwashers
and water heaters. Pipefitters build
and repair both high- and low-pres-
sure pipe used in heating, ventilating,
and air-conditioning of buildings, man-
ufacturing, generation of electricity,
and transportation. They may special-
ize further. according to the type of
pipe system with which they work.
Steamfitters, for example, install pipe
systems that move liquids or gases
under high pressure. Spriniderfitters
install automatic fire control sprinkler
systems in buildings.

Because the purpose, size, and op-
eration of pipe systems differ, the ma-
terials and construction techniques
used by plumbers and pipefitters vary
by construction project. Water sys-
tems in homes. for example, use cop-
per, plastic, and galvanized steel pipe
that can be handled and installed by
one or two workers. Municipal sew-
age systems, on the other hand. are
made of large clay pipe. Installat' xi
normally requires crews of pipefitters.

bulletin 2250, U.S. Pot. of Llb Oil, WW1 o4 Lit104 Stat.i4tie4.1

Despite these differences, all plumb-
ers and pipefitters must be able to
follow building plans and instructions
from supervisors, lay out the job. and
work efficiently with the materials and
tools of the trade. The following illus-
trates how plumbers use these skills
to install piping in a house.

Working from blueprints or shcp

drawings that show the planned loca-
tion of pipes. plumbing fixtures, and
appliances, plumbers lay out the job
to fit the piping into the structure of
the house with the least waste of ma-
terial and without damaging the struc-
ture. They measure and mark areas
where pipe will be installed and con-
nected. They also check for obstruc-
tions, such as electrical wiring. and
plan how to install pipe around the
problem.

To install the piping, plumbers may
saw holes in walls, ceilings, and floors.

. They may hang steel supports from
ceilings that will hold the pipe in
place. To assemble the system. plumb-
ers cut and bend lengths of pipe using
saws, pipe cutters, and pipe-bending
machines. They connect lengths of
pipe with fittings; the method depends
on the type of pipe used. For copper
pipe, plumbers slide fittings over the
end of the pipe and solder the fitting in
place with a torch. For plastic pipe.
plumbers simply connect the sections
with adhesives.

When the piping is in place, plumbers
install the fixtures and appliances and
connect the system to the outside wa-
ter and sewer lines. Using pressure
gauges. they check the system to insure
that the plumbing works properly.

Working Conditions
Plumbing and pipefitting work is de-
manding. Workers do a lot of heavy
lifting and must stand for long peri-
ods. Plumbers and pipefitters work
both indoors and outside in all types
of weather. They often work in
cramped and dirty places. They can
be injured by falls from ladders. cuts
from sharp tools, and burns from hot
pipes or from soldering equipment.

Employment
Plumbers and pipefitters held about
395.000 jobs in 1984. Most work for
mechanical and plumbing contractors
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engaged in new construction or re-
pair. alteration. -or modernization
work. About 1 out of 6 plumbers and
pipefitters is self-employed. Sows
plumbers install and maintain pipe
systems for government agencies and
public utilities, and some work on the
construction of ships and aircraft.
Others do maintenance work in indus-
trial and commercial buildings.
Pipefitters, in particular, are employed
as maintenance personnel in the pe-
troleum, chemical. and food-proces-
sing industries where manufacturing
operations require the moving of liq-
uids and gases through pipes.

Jobs for pluml. . s and pipefitters
are distributed across the country in
about the same proportion as the gen-
eral population.

Trebling, Other Qualifications, and
Advancement
Apprenticeship is the best way for
plumbers or pipefitters to learn all
aspects of these trades. Most people.
however, learn plumbing and pipefitt-
ing by working for sevtral years as
helpers to experienced plumbers and
pipefitters.

Apprenticeship programs for plumb-
ers and pipefitters are administered.by
local union-management committees
comprised of members of the United
Association of Journeymen and Ap-
prentices of the Plumbing and Pipefitt-
ing Industry and the Mechanical Con-
tractors Association of America. Inc..
or the National Association of Plumb-
ing-Ii:ating-Cooling Contractors. Ap-
prenticeship programs also are admin-
istered by local chapters of the Asso-
ciated Builders and Contractors and
the National Association of Plumbing-
Heating-Cooling Contractors. Ap-
prenticeships consist of 4 or 5 years of
on-the-job training, in addition to at .
least 216 hours annually of related
classroom instruction. Classroom sub-
jects include drafting and blueprint
reading, mathematics. applied physics
and chemistry, safety, and local
plumbing codes and regulations.

On the job, apprentices first learn
basic skins such as identifying grades
and types of pipe. the use of the tools
of the trade. and the safe unloading of
materials. As apprentices gain experi-
ence, they learn how to work with
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various types of pipe and to install
different piping systems and plumbing
fixtures.

People learning the trade as (wipers
acquire their skills by observing and
assisting experienced plumbers and
pipefitters. These workers may not
learn to work with as wide a variety of
materials and piping systems as ap-
prentices.

Applicants for apprentice or helper
jobs generally must be at least 18
years old and in good physical condi-
tion. Employers prefer high school
graduates. Courses in shop, plumb-
ing, general mathematics, drafting,
blueprint reading, and physics are
helpful. Applicants may be given tests
to determine whether they have the
mechanical aptitude required in these
trades.

Most communities require plumb-
ers to be licensed. To obtain a license.
workers must pass an examination to
demonstrate knowledge of the trade
and of local plumbing codes.

Some plumbers and pipefitters may
become supervisors for mechanical
and plumbing contractors. Others go
into business for themselves. As they
expand their activities. they may em-
ploy other workers and become con-
nactors.

Job Outlook
Employment of plumbers and pipe-
fitters is expected to grow as fast as
the average for all occupations
through the mid-1990's. Over the Ions
run, construction and renovation of
powerplants, pipelines. odice build-
ings, factories. and other projects that
have large, complex pipe systems are
expected to spur the demand for
pipefitten. Residential construction
also is expected to increase the de-
mand for plumbers.

In addition tc jobs created by in-
creased demand for plumbers and
pipefitten, many openings will occur
each year from the need to replace
experienced workers who retire. die.
or stop working for other reasons.
Relatively few plumbers and pipefit-
ten transfer to other occupations, re-
flecting their lengthy investment in
training. Nevertheless. most job open-
ings will stem from replacement
needs.

Because of the temporary nature of
construction projects, plumbers and
pipefitters may become unemployed
for short periods when the project on
which they are working ends. Some

plumbers and pipefitten may face
longer periods of unemployment when
overall construction activity declines
and fewer jobs are available. Employ-
ment of these workers. however. gen-
erally is less sensitive to changes in
economic conditions than many other
construction trades. Maintenance of
existing piping systems provides jobs
for many plumbers and pipefitters
even when construction activity de-
clines.

People wishing to enter plumbing
and pipefitting apprenticeships are
likely to face competition. High wages
and opportunities for all-round train-
ing attract many people to these pro-
grams.

Earainp
Median weekly earnings for plumbers
and pipefitten who are not self-em-
ployed were $405 in 1984. Most earned
between 5295 and $585 weekly. The
lowest 10 percent earned less than
5225; the highest 10 percent earned
over 5741.

In 1984. hourly wage rates for
plumbers and pipefitters in metropol-
itan areas were about S13.50. In com-
parison. the average wage for all
nonsupervisory and production work-
ers in private industry, except farm-
ing, was S8.33. Apprentice wage rates
start at 40 to 50 percent of the rate
paid to experienced plumbers or pipe-
fitters and increase every 6 months.

Many plumbers and pipefitters are
members of the United Association of
Journeymen and Apprentices of the
Plumbing and Pipe Fitting Industry of
the United States and Canada. Some
plumbers and pipefitters who have
become contractors are members of
the Associated Builders and Contrac-
tors, the Mechanical Contractors
Association of America, ants the Na-
tionul Association of Plumbing-Hea-
ting-Cooling Contractors.

Related Occupations
Other occupations in which workers
install and repair mechanical systems
in buildings are boilermakers, electri-
cians, elevator constructors. environ-
mental control system installers and
servicers, hot air furnace installers
ar.d repairers, millwrights, oil burner
servicers and installers. and sheet-
metal workers.
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Sources of Additional Information
For information about apprentice-
ships or work opportunities in plumb-
ing and pipefitting, contact local
plumbing, heating, and air-condition-
ing contractors; a local chapter of the
Mechanical Contractors Association;
a local of the union mentioned above;
a local joint union-management ap-
prenticeship committee; or the near-
est office of the State employment
service or State apprenticeship agency.

For general information about the
work of plumbers. pipefitters, and
sprinklerfitters, contact:
National Association of Plumbing-Heating-
Cooling Contractors. 180 S. Washington St..
Fans Church. Vs. 22046.
I sociated Builders and Contractors. 729 15th

St. NW.. Washington. D.C. 20005.

Nations! Fire Sprinkler ASSOCtilli00. P.O. Box

1000. Patterson. N.Y. 12363.

Mechanical Contractors Association of Ameri-

ca. 3410 Grosvenor Lane. Suite 120, Bethesda,

Md. 20814.



EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS: CONSTRUCTION CRAFTWORKERS

MN? : It must be bonne 4n mAni that the 35,0001?) U.A. membens MAt tautly
employed 4R selected major' 4nd1L4tny gmoups suck AA new commenc4fit and 4ndustn4al

bu44d4Ras, eteetAleat and otken ut4t4ty 4atAl4t4ea, 4nst4tutLonal 4 i.titLee
(e.g., educatkon, hosp4tal, etc.), and mahntenance and nepa4n emitmetkaa. It

notewonthy that the average mutual netts o4 change (measuned by do tai
output) 04 these panticutan types o4 constnuct4on axe about 4oun t4mes h4ghen
than nes4dent4al and other' types o4 coRstnuct4m. (Set Table .) Therieame,

the imitated constumetton employment nate 04 change 4on plumbeas and p4pe44t-
tens neponted below may be under- stated 4on the U.A. potent4&t pnopont4on. (See

Tentative Computed Futwie Manpower Needs 4on Ptumbens and P4pe44ttens 4R the
next sectkon.)

Many factors went into the econometric model which projected that the total

U.S. workforce would grow about 19 percent between 1986 and the year 2000.

CoRstnuct4on tnades and extnoi.B...ttve 1104kt44. Employment for carpenters is
projected to grow by about 18 percent, or by 182,000 jobs -- the largest

numerical increase among occupations in this cluster. Close to one-third of the

gain is expected to occur among self-employed carpenters. The residential
building and nonresidential carpentering and flooring industries are expected to

add the bulk of the remaining jobs.

Employment in the electricians occupation is projected to grow by 89,000

jobs. Most of the increase is expected to occur in construction, which will
more than offset job losses projected for electricians in manufacturing.

Employment for painters and paperhangers (construction and maintenance) is
projected to increase by 90,000 jobs. More than 40 percent of this increase is

expected among self-employed painters and paperhangers. The wage and salary
worker increase is projected to occur in the construction, real estate, and ser-

vices sectors.

The 8LS study projected that the total number of plumbers and pipefitters
would grow from about 402,000 to 471,000 -- an increase of 17 percent during
this same period. (During past years there have been somewhat parallel rela-

tionships between total
population, the work-

SELECTED d.S. CONSTRUCTION CRAFTWORKERS (1066-2000) force, and the propor-

SVsalealan

EmPloyment
(in 1.000's)

% Change
1986 to

2000

T:. al. All Occupations 111.623 133.030 19%

Construction i Extractive Wkr 4.006 4.710 18%

Bricklayers 161 187 16%

Carpenters 1.010 1.192 18%

Electricians 556 644 16%

011 I Gas Extraction Workers 108 110 2%

Painters. Constr. I Maint. 412 502 22%

PiPelmYirs I Pipelaying fitters 52 59 15%

Plumbers I Plpefitters 402 471 17%

Roofers 142 181 28%

Structural I Reinforce Metal Wkrs 86 104 20%

U4t4 modeNate ghowth trend Soft the U.S. ecohomw

SIMI: So Ws kattithe Sit. 1917. U. let. 14 1411114. Wow law Statigiu.
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2:t771:7:!to meet this projected

pipetradesmen about
4,900 new pipetradesmen
will be needed each
year. In addition, due
mostly to death and
-etirement, more than

12,000 more will be

needed ... making up a
total of about 17,000

annually. (Separation
rates applied were 2.88%
in 1986 increasing to

2.96% by 1990.)



Most construction workers are White and men. In 1986, there were 7.29
million construction workers, of which 6.68 million were White (92%) and 6.67
million were men (91.4%). Moreover, Non-White construction workers tended to be
older than White construction workers, suggesting that a smaller proportion of
Minorities are entering construction occupations than are Whites. A smaller
proportion of Minority women also enter construction occupations than do White
women.

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYED CONSTRUCTION WORKERS BY RACE: 1986
(numbers in thousands)

AGE GROUP

TOTAL, 16 11 WER

16 - 19 years

20 24 years

25 - 54 years

55 yrs 1 over

TOTAL

thnic Age

Bober Percent Percent

TOTAL, J. RACES

WHITE

Ethnic Age

Number Percent Percent

1,281 111.11 MA 6,681 MIA NM
321 4.41 1017r1 3116 4.61 95.31

1,049 14.41 111.11 918 14.61 93.21

5,142 10.61 100.01 4,691 10.31 91.41

115 10.61 100.01 100 10.51 90.31

BLACK

Ethnic Age

Number Percent Percent

AGE GROUP

TOTAL, 16 11 MI

16 - 19 years

20 - 24 years

25 - 54 years

55 yrs 1 over

491 111.11 9.81

12 2.41 3.11

58 11.11 5.51

361 12.61 1.01

65 13.11 9.71

OTHER

Ethnic Age

Number Percent Percent

III IOUS 1.51

3 2.11 .91

13 11.81 1.21

83 15.51 1.61

10 9.11 1.31

TOTAL NEN WHEN

Gender Age Gender Age Gender Age

Number Percent Percent Number Percent Percent Number Percent Percent

6,611 MIA MIA CM MIA 91.11

306 4.51 101.01 285 4.11 93.11

918 14.51 110.01 901 14.81 9? .11

4,691 10.31 100.11 4,265 70.11 90.81

101 11.61 111.01 636 11.41 90.91

AGE GROUP

TOTAL, 16 11 0111

16 - 19 years

20 - 24 years

25 - 54 years

SS yrs 1 over

TOTAL

Gender Age

Number Percent Percent

817 141.014 101.014

12 2.41 :00.01

SI 11.71 100.01

36! 12.61 100.01

65 13.11 111.01

ESAZ

NEN

Gender Age

Number Percent Percent

416 110.01 95.11

12 -27sra6 01
55 11.61 94.81

344 72.31 95.31

63 13.21 96.91 I

SW IOUS 8.91

21 3.51 6.91

11 13.01 1.91

433 12.91 9.21

64 ILK 9.11

About 91 percent

of the White workers

were men and 70 per-

cent were between the

ages of 25 and 54

years. White women

tended to be slightly

older than nen.

WOKEN

Gender Age

Number Percent Percent

21 110.0% 4.21

3 14.31 5.21

17 81.01 4.11

2 9.51 3.11

Nearly 96 percent

of the Black workers

were men with notably

seller proportions

in the younger age

groups (<24 yrs) then

Whites. Black men

in construction tend-

ed to be older than

Black men -- as well

as White men.

lateue A. Peemmick, 011tee o4 Economic Giusti esd Employment Peojeettou, O.S. Pepaittsent o4

WOK, WWI 44 Lam Statietiee, 441 'G' Strut, V.V., Vaokington, P.C. 2021!.



CAUSES OF DECLINING EFFECTIVENESS I

One major reason that construction is comparatively inefficient is its inordinate fragmentation. ... [T]oo much of the

industry remains tethered to the past, partly by inertia and partly by historic divisions -- management vs. labor, unions vs.

open shop, business vs. government, sometimes one union vs. another or one contractor association vs. another. ... Needed are

-- more careful planning, improved communications, more effective supervision, more thoughtful personnel and manpower

policies. More than half the time wasted during construction is att1ibutable to poor management practices. A great many of

the proposals are aimed at executives of companies that commission the building of industrial facilities, commercial struc-

tures and power plants -- the owners. ... (T]he study teams conclude, that if owners who pay the bills are willing to take

extra pains and pay the often small extra cost of more sensible methods will they reap the benefit of more construction for

their dollars.

A lope for Same Nelp From The Ilmloms

There are problems in the role played by organized labor. Among. them are the recurrent strife and job delays engendered

by jurisdictional disputes among the AFL-C10 Building Trades' IS unions about which is entitled to do certain jobs. 8.'t the

main thrust of the findings and recommendations is to call on organized 'abor to act in its own job-creating interest by

increasing productivity. By some estimates, open shop construction accounted for 611 of the national total in 1980, compared

with only 301 as recently as 1973. In a recent analysis of data supplied by the Labor Department's Bureau of Labor Statis-

tics, the Washington-based Construction Labor Research Council, a private organization supported by a number of contractor

associations, reported that the number of craftsmen identifying themselves as union members had declined by 125,000 from 1913

to about 1.6 million in Nay 1980, while those identifying themselves as non-union workers had risen by 400,000 to nearly 3

million.

... The economic pressure of this historic shift should by now have prompted building trades unions to take vigorous

steps to regain jobs for their members, especially by relieving union contracts of handicaps that are making them less compet-

itive than open snop rivals. There nave been some encouraging cases in which union leaders have restored management flexibil-

ities tnrough national and/or project agreements, and nave avoided costly work stoppages and inflationary wage settlements.

Occasionally, local unions have agreed to remove restrictive language from local contracts. But in most local unions where

union contractors still have enough work to provide jobs for the outspoken minority of members who influence local union

policies, business as usual appears to [T]here are some signs of changing attitudes. In ha!f a dozen cities

voluntary local labor-management groups have had success at reducing jurisdictional strikes, improving productivity on union-

ized projects and thereby making their communities more attractive places in which to build. This appears to be a promising

route for future progress. The study to auks no overall endorses* of open shop contraction conciedies that a vigorous

coestrectio ledostry requires its slam sector, with Its experienced and male contractors and pool of skilled riders.

Moreover, the study teams meticulously point out that many open shop contractors do not appear to menage their labor force as

adroitly as they might, with a corresponding loss of potential productivity. The reports do stress the idea that the nation's

interest will best be served by fair economic competition between open shop and unionized construction.

There is a clear need for leaders of the building trades unions to cooperate in ridOng construction of cost-boosting

practices and habits that, whatever their historic justification, make little sense in todays dltered economic climate.

Happily, there are indications that a number of top union leaders are receptive to these and some other proposals from the

CICE study teams. for ample, the late lertim J. lord, thee postai 'resident of the Visited Association of Plumbers and

Pipefitters, advocated aergen to reduce the Nam of MIAs, trades slams free the present IS to rashly four or five --

stop that at least theoretically would obviate a greet deal of jurisdictional smell. Is a interview late le I'll with

gelignamignAszt, lord observed: 'The greatest cholla,e that the building trades hive is the number of Wens.' No

o sier cheeses, Nerd stated appear Imminent. Still, in the seentise, lord claimed drain, Mat he could inside the Plumber's

u nion by spurring moves to merge local unless; the total number his been reamed by more then III Imbed 211) over the pest

decade. As he saw it, such consolidations benefit both rank-end-flle tradesesnemd combaters. The latter hove fever hiring

hells with which to dell, and a larger pool of craftsmen from which to dres: they also can pay identical vela and fringe

toopfIts across a larger geographical arse. Tradesmen, lard noted, escape 'false barriers' of laced jurisdictions, Imeni-

aries, a arraigned that sometimes his left auftses, who hive sorbed steadily for years, without enough time in any ON

local to acquire vested psalm rights....

J.C. Turner, general president of the international Union of Operating Engineers, agreed that consolidation among the

international building trades unions is a good idea. ... And he added that building unions 'are willing to do our share in a

cooperative venture to improve productivity. ... We are well aware that the standard of liCng of our members rises and falls

with the profits of our employer.' A decade ago, even talk about such cooperation with management was all too seldom heard.

Nome COUtaaction 104 tee Mogi [Sammy Repeat of the CoaailluctiOit laduatng Coat Mectiveneaa P*oject). -- A StaAN -- The

8u4aem Roundtable, Janallig 1913. (Boligace edged)
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V TRAINING OF

APPRENTICESHIP ISSUES AIRED
DURING IICTD LEGISLATIVE RALLY

Problems confronting union apprentice and training
programs were aired at a workshop held during the
AFL-CIO Building and Construction Trade Depart-
ment's annual legislative conference held April 10-14.

Workshop speakers said the greatest number of
apprentices in federally registered training programs
come from the building trade unions but the number
of apprentices in these programs has been shrinking in
recent years, a reflection of the continued decline of
the union sector of the construction industry.

A representative of the AFL-CIO Human Resource
Development Ipstitute said anion training programs in
general "are shrinking became our market share is
shrinking." He told building trade delegates that
"more thought should be given to expanding the mar-
ket for our services."

John Van Erden, director of the Department of
Labor's Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, re-
minded delegates of the prominence of building trade
training programs. Construction accounts for well
over half of all registered apprentices...

Van Erden was asked why BAT-certified open shop
or "unilateral" training programs that have low com-
pletion rates are continued. He said BAT rules are
"very general," that the bureau has virtually no en-
forcement authority....

Train At Every Lave:*

Allyn Parmenter, director of training for the United
Association, urged unions to "train at every level" and
stressed the need to provide journeyman up-grade
training as well as training sew journeymen. He re-
minded delegates that bringing new permanant mem-
bers into the union keeps established benefit programa
operating.

The UA operates 488 apprentice programs, owns
350 training schools in the U.S. and Canada, and
spends about $50 million a year on training. Par -
menter said the UA had to buy most of its schools
because union programs had become "second class
citizens" to vocational education programs.

According to Parmenter, 60 to 70 percent of regis-
tered apprentices are in the building trades. "The
great thing about building trade apprentice programs
is that a trainee can work during the day, go to school
in the evening to get answers to problems that arose
during the day, and then take those answers to the job
site the next day," be said. Parmenter expressed a
concern uommon to all crafts, that of a shrinking
market for union labor services.

With fewer union jobs available in construction, the
UA has fewer apprentices, he said. It also takes longer
for some apptenlicet to meet their minimum hours of
work requiremeht before journeyman stabs can be
conferred. "You have to have jobs to have appren-
tices," Parmenter pointed out "Ten years ago, we had
40 applications for one apprentice slot."

3
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SKILLED WORKERS

Parmenter said more public relations work needs to
be done to draw attention to the quality of union
training programs. "It is time to tell the public about
what training goes on in the building trades.

Parmenter pointed cut that joint union training
programs are paid for by employers and employees in
the construction industry, not with public money.
Hourly employer contributions to the UA's national
pension fund average about 13 cents an hour, he said.

Training For A Career

Robert Krul, director of training for the Roofers,
said unions apprentice programs, unlike those in the
open shop, train people "for a career", not "to use
them as cheap labor and then dump them."

Krul was infuriated with what he considers unreal-
istically high federal goals imposed on unions for
bringing women into the construction trades and re-
futed claims that unions are anti-women. Krul
stressed that his union welcomes women to the craft
who are willing and able to take on the "physical
intensity" of rooting work. ''We have women working
in our craft by their choice, not the government's,"
Krul said.

Ken Edwards, director of training for IBEW, said
building trade unions represent only 13 percent of all
registered training programs but 68 percent of all
registered apprentices. As reported by other crafts,
Edwards said 1BEW is losing apprentices because of a
shrinking union sector in construction and corporate
restructuring in other industries in which IBEW mem-
bers work. According to Edwards, "There is a role for
BAT in safeguarding the role of training programs."

For a career "to be meaningful," Edwards said, "it
can't be learned in 2,000 hours or at no cost." He

chided the Associated Builders and Contractors. an
organization that represents open shop contractors,
for spending less than $500,000 on training during the
same period and substantiated his claim by passing
out copies of recent ABC internal financial reports.

NEW OFCCP DIRECTOR CHARTS COURSE
FOR IMPROVING AGENCY'S OPERATIONS

After years of criticism directed at its failure to
police federal contractors' affirmative action efforts,

there is a "renewed commitment to a strong enforce-
ment code" within the Labor Department's Office of
Federal Contract Compliance Programs, according to
Jerry Blakemore, the agency's new director.

Now that the U.S. Supreme Court has resolved
"uncertainties about the validity" of affirmative ac-
tion plans, attention at OFCCP can be focused on such

areas as training personnel, decentralizing the agen-
cy's management system, and rewriting the OFCCP
compliance manual, Blakemore said in a BNA inter-
view. The OFCCP director also is putting into place
new methods of ensuring that contractors are making
efforts to place women and minorities in high-level

corporate positions...



SAFETY ISSUES

Safety concerns, particularly compliance with the Oc-
cupational Safety and Health Administration's ex-
panded hazard communication standard and sub-
stance abuse at the jobsite, highlighted the American
Subcontractors Association's March 22-27 annual
meeting.

AM has been critical of OSHA for giving the con-
struction industry only about nine months to comply
with the expanded hazard communication standard
since the mantlacturing sector had about 'wo and
one-half years to gear up for compliance.

ASA passed a resolution to ensure that its 7,000
members are kept informed about the hazard commu-
nication standard and that changes would be sought
for any conditions of the standard that the association
considered "overly burdensome" to its members.

Mike O'Brien, assistant director of Government
Relations for ASA, said. "It will require every con-
struction employer, and even small businesses, to list
every hazardous substance on the job. So if you have
an electrical subcontractor on the site next to the
construction people, he will have to list hazardous
substances he is working with and inform all the other
workers there," he said.

Imminent Deadline

Under the expanded hazard communication stand-
ard issued by OSHA. construction employers have
until May 23 to develop a "hazard communication
program" to guide their employees on the handling of
and protection against hazardous substances on the
job (33 CLR 1148, 12/9/87; 33 CLR 732, 8/26/87)...

ASA has joined other construction industry associ-
ations in a federal court suit asking for a delay of the
effective date of compliance with the hazard commu-
nication standards (33 CLR 1391, 2/24/88).

ASA also has joined other construction associations
in issuing a brochure called "Countdown to Compli-
ance," which lists varipus steps employers should take

to identify hazardous substances on the worksite and
promote employee awareness of these substances.

CONSTRUCTION LABOR REPORT NEWS (Vol. 34)
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Substance Abuse
The ASA Safety Committee announced results of a

survey that found substance abuse at the jobsite to be
a serious problem.

The committee sent out 500 questionnaires and re-
ceived 125 responses. Seventy-six percent of those
answering the survey said substance abuse was either
a serious or extremely serious problem in the
industry.

Ai` ohol was cited by 85 percent of the respondents
as the most-abused substance while 30 percent said it
was marijuana. Cocaine was listed by 10 percent of
the respondents.

Interestingly, when asked about substance abuse in
their own companies, only 23 percent of the respon-
dents said it was a serious problem, while a substan-
tial majority, 80 percent, said it was not very serious
or no problem at all (total exceeds 100 percent due to
rounding). Seventy percent of the respondents said the
percentage of substance abusers in their own compa-
nies ranged from none to under 10 percent, while 11
percent said more than a fifth of their employees were
abusers.

Expensive Habits

The survey asked employers to rank areas where
substance abuse has led to increased costs. Fifty-eight
percent of the respondents cited overall construction
costs, 33 percent listed workers' compensation costs,
and 30 percent said health care costs.

Ranking problems caused by substance abuse, re-
spondents cited reduced productivity (74 percent), ab-
senteeism (71 percent), late starts (59 percent), early
quits (r percent), turnover (33 percent), employee
theft (30 percent), accidents (29 percent), and injuries
(22 percent).

The majority of employers responding to the survey
said they have a company policy to deal with sub-
stance abuse in the workplace (58 percent). Others
said they deal with the problem through supervisory
training (18 percent), internal employee assistance
programs, health prumotion, and search and seizures
(10 percent each).

3"



APPRENTICESHIP CONFERENCE RESOLVES
TO PROMOTE UNION TRAINING PROGRAMS *

(fluring the Aug. 16-22 National Apprenticeship Conference ... (*ono the resoiutions adopted were poiicy

positions in the following areas:

Alert the President and Congress to the immediate need to cease the 'present trend of erosion of the longstanding

and proven standards of apprenticeship.' Conference participants were concerned about the 'continuous and relentless

efforts' to dilute training programs 'by approving sub-standard parallel programs,' an apparent reference to 'unilater-

al' open shop training programs....

Seek government funding for an independent, private foundation study of apprenticeship as a method of training

'essential to preparing the workforce for the year 2000 and beyond and helping the U.S. to meet global economic competi-

tive challenges.'...

future of Apprenticeship

[A]ppreeticeship administrators must sake their programs better known to the public so the programs can be used

as a tool to enhance U.S. international competitiveness....

(M)ore minorities and women should be brought into training programs. Most new entrants into the workforce will be

minorities and women....

Kenneth R. Edwards, national training director for 18(11, said it has become increasingly difficult to find qual-

ified applicants for union training programs. Although the applicants have high school diplomas, many of them have such

large academic deficiencies that the union has to provide remedial education just to start them in training courses.

Edwards said 18E4 construction apprentice enroilment was down to about 1,600 this year, from about 2,500 several

years ago.

Any to kale

Apprenticeship is an 'unparalleled way to train workers,' Raymond Marshall, Secretary of labor in the Carter Admin-

istration, said. 'In the past, people have seen the apprenticeship system as an exclusive system, and ail workers did

not need to be in the system,' Marshall ... said.

'That type of attitude is obsolete because our standing in the international marketplace is dependent on having a

skilled workforce,' he said.

Marshall also observed that apprenticeship's success depends on continuing the voluntary cooperation among unions,

management, and the government. 'If the system were left to just one of these groups, it wouid probably fail,' he

said....

"Minorities and women are the workforce of the future, and it is in the best interest of the apprenticeship system

and the country to see that skills are provided to these groups,' ... (lit is not only good public policy but it

will be necessary for the survival of the system.

Traising Enrollment Trends

As of June 30, there were 236,900 registered apprentices in all apprentice programs, according to data from BAT.

These figures do not include approximately 50,000 trainees in military programs. ... [A]gency officials estimated that

about 50 percent of these apprentices are in construction programs....

question

... Reese liminondt director of education and training for the International Union of Operating Engineers, blasted

the trend toward multicraft apprenticeship instruction and fragmentation being promoted by certain organizations to

circumvent established apprenticeship programs. ... The purpose of FCA is to promote broad-based, highly skilled train-

ing programs. ... (A)pprentice programs should emphasize a credentials approach. The concept of earning while learning

may be a revolutionary concept for the rich, 'but for us little people, it's our only chance,' he said.

... Carmel Norris, vice president of All-state Electrical Contractors Inc. of Jacksonviile, Fla., said 'apprentice-

ship is not just for the chosen ones, it is for everyone and anvone who qualifies.' ... Dijaintenance of strict Wren

tice-to-journeyon ratios on the jobsite 'has dosed the doors' of apprenticeship opportunity in the construction indus-

try for many peopie. The average age of a journeyman carpenter in Florida is 68, he said.

' Selected 4t04, C44t44tt494 LabiARupkt, kaput fi, 1917, pp. 740-141.
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TRAINING MAKES THE DIFFERENCE *

There's one final and compelling reason why your apprenticeship training is so important to you and your Industry.

That's our competition with non-union or open-shop contractors and mechanics.

Open shops are tough competition. They claim to 'work cheap.' They can best be countered by the cooperation of

our entire industry -- our union, our employers, and each and every apprentice and journeymen. The marketplace will

determine whether we succeed -- those who use piping trades services will decide to buy (or not to buy) our services.

This is where you and your apprenticeship training come in. We say that our industry's training programs make a

real difference. We say that trained union pipe tradesmen are more knowledgeable ... have better skills ... work faster

and with less supervision ... do the job better ... and are more effective because they do the job right the first time.

These statements are true. Our industry has proven them again and again, over many decades.

But our customers keep asking the ultimate question, 'What have you done for me lately?' We must keep proving that

we are the cost-effective choice. We must make it happen. Our industry's future -- and your future -- depends on it.

To compete effectively, you must make the most of your opportunities as an apprentice.

a Extlitted An the MlS-PAC Pablication iO4 Appnenticen. Neitittge and WM is the Pipe Tildei, Jas. 191S.

CONFERENCE CELEBRATES 50 YEARS
OF TRAINING UNDER FITZGERALD ACT *

Robert A. Georgine, president of the Aft -C10 Building and Construction Trades Department, called jointly funded and

administered training programs in the construction industry 'the most successful system for training in the world.'

The national apprentice training program to date has made a substantial contribution to strength and growth of the

U.S. economy, but Georgine expressed concern about the future....

Without naming the open shop or non-union sector of the industry, Georgine said 'groups' that operate 'unilateral'

training programs that exclude organized labor have done so for the purpose of creating a pool of cheap labor, exploit-

ing workers, and 'making a sham of the apprentice system.'...

Imasgeest Perspective

William G. Bell, senior vice president for the Bechtel Group Inc., credited the national apprenticeshi,, program

with being able to 'continuously upgrade and strengthen' the U.S. workforce with 'an infusion of newly-trained

talent.'...

Skilled labor shortages predicted by the late 1990s, if not sooner, will be brought on by fewer young people enter-

ing the workforce, aging of the workforce, and changes in retirement patterns.

Citing data from the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, Bell said the number of registered apprentices peaked

in 1979 at 324,000. Since that time, he said there has been a steady decline in enrollment in apprentice programs so

that by the middle of this year, only 237,001 trainees were enrolled, a drop of nearly 21 percent since 1979.

Bell predicted a strong demand for infrastructure and electric utility facilities in the 1990s, work that will

require large numbers of skilled Ogilding tradesmen. 'If we don't step up the number and quality of our training pro-

grams now, we won't be prepared to met that demand,' Bell said....

Bell's suggestions for improving apprentice programs Included having some of the curriculum 'geared to management

issues.' ... 'Me need to teach apprentices to view themselves as key members of a competitive team, not just as members

of the Auto Yorkers, Carpenters, or Iron Workers.'

Training programs could include courses that promote a greater understanding of 'competitiveness and management

programs,' ... to give trainees 'a clear idea of how they impact productivity' and 1/11h. it takes for them and their

employer to remain competitive' In the face of growing global competition.

Portability of apprentices should be seriously considered. ... Union policies often restrict apprentices from

traveling from one part of the country to the other, causing surpluses and shortages in labor. 'Only by establishing a

uniform portability policy will we be able to successfully meet demand throughout the country and increase opportunities

for apprentices,' he said.

39
a Selected 4004, inaNdateilANIIImat, Aammt I9, 1917, Vol.)), pp./R-103.
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STATE APPRENTICESHIP COUNCILS TOLD
TO BE OBJECTIVE IN REVIEWING PROGRAMS *

The Department of Labor has directed its state apprenticeship councils (SACs) to approve 'all eligible apprentice-

ship sponsors on an objective basis without regard to whether they are joint or unilateral programs.'

Through their 'past actions,' the department said, some SACs 'may be dangerously near not fulfilling their oblige -

tions as required by federal regulations.' in general, apprenticeship staff members have been reminded to 'continue

their emphasis on promoting and encouragi"g apprenticeship sponsors to consider performance-based apprenticeship

training.'

AIC Petition

ABC asked the department to re-examine its policies and rules and petitioned the department for a number of changes

in federal training regulations that would 'provide qualified programs the opportunity to train workers and begin to

meet the critical demand for skilled labor facing the construction industry.'

ABC explained that construction training programs 'emphasizing task training or shortened apprenticeship periods

operating unilaterally or outside the collective bargaining arena often do not receive the necessary approval from the

department-recognized State Apprenticeship Councils (SACs), while they meet the federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and

Training (BAT) criteria (ABC's emphasis).'

ABC stressed Its position that the department 'must structure its procedures to permit approval of all programs

meeting appropriate criteria, regardless of their sponsorship.'

Non-union training programs, sometimes referred to as 'unilateral' programs because they are contractor-adminis-

tered and paid for, have been developed at the national level by ABC and the Associated General Contractors. Both pro-

grams had difficulty getting Labor Department approval and are operating on a smeller scale than union apprentice train-

ing Programs.

' Selected Ite4, Conateactios Lebo Repent, Aaaaat 26, 1911, pp. 140-141.

OPEN-SHOP CONSTRUCTION TRAINING PROBLEMS *

Most of ABC programs are geared to commercial and light industrial work with little training for heavy

industrial work. (Mere these programs have been established within the framework of a formal apprenticeship

program, the number of classroom and on the job training hours is consistent with the government requirements. ... Most

programs take three to four years to complete, similar to their counterparts in the union sector. Those program that

differ in the required number of hours (classroom and job site) generally do not have BAT or SAC approval.

Training is conducted through utilization of the facilities of vocational schools, high schools, junior c,lleges,

universities, as well as contractor's shops, and leased or rented facilities. Trainees generally attend classes four

hours weekly on their own time without pay.

Programs as a whole have had good success in recruiting large numbers of applicants, but as is the case in union

apprenticeship programs, a large percentage fall to complete the pre ram ... A major problem appears to be apathy on the

Part of the contractors. ... In all too many cases, contractors feel that their need for trained manpower Is met by

hiring additional qualified manpower from a competitor as the need arises.

The research showed that less than one-third of the association member contractors participate in the training

programs even where they are available. Six reasons for this contractor non-participation in training programs are:

I. Fear of losing a bid due to added training costs.

2. Fear of training employees and losing them to a competitor.

3. Fear of working with a non-proven program.

4. Failure to recognize a need for training, since workers can be pirated from their competitors.

5. lack of employee acceptance of traditional training programs.

6. lack of appreciation of the improved productivity that can be realized through training of their workers....

in 1979, the ABC initiated an ambitions program, to extend through 1986, aimed at developing training curricula in

21 separate construction trades. This program, a project of the Merit Shop Foundation, and known as the keels of

Tnt4a4t Pnehlese 4a Pees Shoe Conateaet0a, ISepoxt 9-41, The 8144144 Readtable, Sept. 1992.
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lesrmimg is being implemented through contracts with several idwestern universities to develop appropriate

instructional modules for the different trades. These modules are then field tested by a number of contractors to

ensure their applicability to current construction practice and problems....

CONCLUSIONS

Th6 fragmentation existing within the construction industry tends to reduce the effectiveness of most training pro-

grams within the industry.

Many open shop contractors do not recognize the improved productivity that can be realized through the training of

their workers.

There is a need for a continuing effort toward a well developed curriculum of construction craft training programs

for use by open shop contractors, particularly in the specialty trades, and adapted to the needs of industrial

construction.

Greater emphasis should be placed on development of task oriented curriculum.

There is essentially no understanding on the part of owners as to how craft training takes place within the

construction industry or how it is funded.

*
* chaet..n9e4

THE NEED TO TRAIN MORE BUILDING TRADESMEN * Ivoltan,:tics
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There is little disagreement among management and labor representatives in the industry about the shortage of

skilled workers and that steps must be taken to deal with the problem before it gets worse. ... (Most of the workers

who will determine how effectively U.S. industry deals with glehal competition already are in the workforce....

Construction is feeling the heat of [foreign competitions) ... as Japanese successfully enter the U.S. construction

market, and overseas markets for construction no longer are dominated by U.S. builders.

Tax Credits for Trellis,'

... 'The tax act last year killed RID in construction. If you think additional 2y for RIO (for training) is

coming out of the construction industry, you're dreaming.'

le Weise of CrImarectios

"I know you don't want to hear this,' Richard Tucker, director of the Construction Industry Institute, said, 'but

the construction industry is one of the most efficient major industries, considering what we do.' Tucker was not sug-

gesting that no more could be done to improve construction productivity.

... A CII study of owners found only 36 percent were even aware of -- let alone used -- recommendations for improv-

ing cost effectiveness in the industry made by the Business Roundtable's Construction Industry Cost Effectiveness ICICEI

Program. And that was after more than 1.5 million copies of the recommendations were distributed free by the Round-

tab e....

Supervisor Trefoils Focus

(0)vners consider training 'a very serious problem' in the construction industry. Supervisory training Is seen

by owners as 'the sing!' most important step to improve productivity on the job site.'...

(However,) 'the biggest problem is the (contractor).' Builders resist training their workers because they vier

it as a cost.... (C)ontractor associations 'have not done a good job getting the point across' to members about the

iong-term importance of training workers.

... Unless training programs for tradesmen expand, a severe shortfall is expected. ... [T]he average age of a con-

struction worker today is 47.8 years.

' 'Need to TVA Mote kildus Ttelcama Aided 11004t Mausueat, Lebo* Pilieta,' Cowttactioe Lebo* Remold iapecut

Rapoet1, Mail 29, 1987, Vol. II, pp. 247450.
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Emerging Prominence for Treimisg

(Elmployient and training policies 'are quickly becoming a major part of economic and business planning.' The

ability of the U.S. economy to compete 'externally and internally' is directly related to training....

Current data ... suggest ... that the workers coming into the workforce are not trained to step into Jobs available

now and, as a group, will be incapable of bringing in new skilled people to fill jobs.

fibre is low

(T]he Port Authority of Neu York-New Jersey ... found that a 'significant portion of the population' is not

working and that major industry is 'starting to move out because of its inability to attract a capable workforce.' ...

'Those two issues in a microcosm are what will happen on a national level during the next 20 to 30 years and will be a

problem facing employers across the country.'

Nesting Basins, Needs

... The burden on state and federal agencies 'is to ensure that training programs are useful to business and not to

the bureaucratic interests they have served so far.'

... The array of training programs in place today is 'an absolute bafflement to local businessmen.' ... They do not

know whether to 'deal with a vocational education program, or JTPA, workers' adjustment, welfare, or whoever.'

(C]onstruction training programs will have to produce skilled workers more quickly. ... IT]raditional training

programs,' an apparent reference to most union apprentice programs, will have to switch from time to competency bases to

get needed workers into the job market faster. 'We don't have time to invest in long-term, slow-growth traditional

treaing programs any more.' ... in the ideal world, Jones said training in construction 'becomes a life-long

process.'...

leildloo Trades' Experience

Union representatives ... discussed the ratiocale for extending apprentice programs in several crafts from four to

five years, at a time when open shop and government training experts are pushing for competency -based training.

(T]he level of education of applicants to 10(11 training progress has been so poor that the union needs the

first year of a program 'to bring apprentices up to speed academically.'...

Eofercloo Minis, Noll Procedures

There (Is] ... the need to enforce hiring hail journeymen-apprentice ratios among signatory employers and perhips

bring enforcement of those orovisions under an agreement's grievance procedure. ... (Noweverd enforcing journeymen-

apprentice ratios 'will be a problem.' ...

fnployers appear to prefer a smaller crew composed of skilled workers only over a mixed crew of journeymen and

apprentices. ... Contractors would rather get the Job done more quickly with a smaller crew of journeymen than have a

larger crew of skilled workers and trainees take longer to get the job done for the same labor costs. ... (Furthermore,]

local union business representatives have to deal with unemployed journeymen who 'get teed off' when apprentices get

referred for employment ahead of them. This places unions in a bind ... because 'we carry the burden of training a

skilled workforce.'...

Ille Case for Tie-Bused Programs.

... The initial appeal of competency-based programs is strong. ... In such a program, a worker is trained to per -

fora a specific task, tested shortly after this instruction, passes the test, and moves on quickly to the next task to

be learned. As long as a worker is called upon by an imployer to perform only a few specialized tasks, this approach

works well....

But on a typical construction site, ... a worker must draw from a wide range of skills, be able to integrate them,

and use judgment that only experience can provide to determine which combination of skills is best to get the work done

properly in the shortest amount of time. A time -based program gets a worker out on many Jobs over the course of a

four- or five-year period, ... and it gives that worker the depth of experience needed to be a journeyman and a true

Amster of his craft.
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Open shop contractors utilize on-the-job training as their primary training tool, but the extent of formal training

has expanded, and there is evidence that it will continue to do so. It is now generally recognized that many union

craftsmen learn their trades informally, despite that sector's much longer experience with widely organized apprentice-

ship programs. There will undoubtedly always be a place for the specialist who performs a simple, repetitive task which

can be learned rather quickly by observation, as well as the journeyman who is less than an all-around craftsman but can

JD most jobs. ... [Qs open shop contractors compete for an ever larger share of the union market; as they challenge the

union contractor for the larger jobs requiring sophisticated methods and coordination of complex activities; and as more

union contractors opt for open shop or 'doublebreasted' operations, the need for structured training forms becomes

increasingly apparent. Multimillion and multibillion dollar projects are not built entirely either by specialists or by

first-class craftsmen.

In another sense, of cur! the open shop contractor is even more dependent on training than his unionized coun-

terpart. He does not have access to a pool of labor which can often be augmented by a telephone call from a business

agent to outlying communities. Although open shop contractors can and do cooperate by lending and trading workers, this

process lacks the central brokerage agent which unions supply. Open shop hiring halls or referral agencies are still in

their formative stage. Thus, for the open shop contractor, a training program, which can issue a steady flow of compe-

tent craftsmen, is the most reliable source of skilled labor, and the largest open shop contractors recognize this fact.

It can be said with some confidence that investment in formal training by open shop contractors will, in large

measure, be a function of their employer organizations. Except for the giants of the industry, these contractors are,

for the most part, small even by the standards of the atosistic construction industry. The underwriting of a modern

training program can be prohibitively expensive for the individual contractor, especially with the danger that the

trained worker will leave to take a job elsewhere. By pooling his resources with others similarly situated, he can

benefit from the economies of scale associated with most undertakings....

The dominant fore of training and development in the open shop sector remains on-the-job training, but off-the-job

formal instruction is becoming widespread and Increasing.... Mlle significance of the helper and of on-the -job train-

ing are not properly credited in a Business Roundtable report. Nevertheless, the Business Roundtable deserves enormous

credit for highlighting the need for more open shop training. As a result of its efforts, the ABC and other organiza-

tions have formed the National Open Shop Training Trust. In turn, these associations have asked the large users that

are embers of the Business Roundtable to finance the trust so that training can be underwritten. Since these same

users contribute substantially to union - management training programs whenever they engage a union contactor, open shop

associations maintain that they are only requesting parity treatment. The future of open shop training is thus depend-

ent upon the users as well as upon open shop associations and contractors....

Regardless of the success of the training trust, open shop training seems certain to expand. The needs of the

contractors require this. In particular, the expansion of the open shop in the higher skilled trades ensure it. The

result will not only be more training, but more effective training as well, based upon task instead of time requirements

and geared to the needs of construction now and in the future, rather than upon either artificial journeyman - apprentice

ratios or the use of apprentice trainees to do work that a helper might better perform while learning on the job.

Related extract from The lesion lovidtable Study]

Open shop contractors are also often smaller than their unionized counterparts. Such companies are unlikely to be

able to afford the cost of formal training, but often do a considerable amount of informal instruction. It is impos-

sible to measure, but equally Impossible to ignore. This does not mean that on-the-job and formal training are equiva-

lent. As most of the employers whom we interviewed acknowledged, the manipulative skills developed on the production

line are more easily and more quickly inculcated in the trainee who has had sae theoretical exposure to the fundament-

als and his trade and to the materials, implements, and methods of construction generally. There is, however, need for

several types of training, including both formal and on-the-job training.

* 'epee Shop Conduction Reviaitee, by N.P. Nonthaup, titivtatity o4 Pellifi9014, The autos School,

ledeAtitiat ReAceitek Omit. 4 339
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VI SUPPLY AND DEMAND INFORMATION *

NOTE: TkA4 eaktet of a day 4s alienated to provide a buAs 04 4tVitf est Unman:toe denissel to

alpine U.A. mempoweetsltuilinaptannise, openettonn, ell taptoymat nituatiote.

J. P. LiAstk

1

STUDY SUMMARY

(Selected Highlights)

Surveys among construction users and contractors indicate that they need and use construction labor supply

information in planning construction projects. They also indicate a need for labor demand information in order to

estimate that portion of supply available for their projects. (Labor unions also need supply and demand

information. J.P.L.) Currently, users and contractors rely on local solrces for the supply-and-demand information

that they use. These local sources include chambers of commerce, contractors' associations, local unions, local

managements, etc. (The U.A. locals,Regional and National offices can use accurate supply-and-demand information to

facilitate planning and operations designed guide training and to assure full employment of members. J.P.L.)

Although users and contractors make little use of published hderal and state government supply -and -demind

information, they would consider using it if they understood it and had confidence in its accuracy.

Weighing the survey findings, the study team remains somewhat skeptical as to how much contractors and

construction users would use improved supply-and-demand information if it were developed. They are primarily

interested in spotting future labor shortages so that they can develop strategies to overcome them on their

projects.

While many sources of labor supply-and-demand information were investigated, the team's work concentrated on

government sources because of the consistency and regularity of data collection and publication. Moreover, most

users and contractors are well acquainted with the informal le-,I sources.

The Occupational Employment System (OES), a joint program of states and the Bureau of labor, Statistics (OLS),

appears to have the greatest potential for providing the desired Immaly data. Only California and New Hampshire do

sot participate in this effort. Participating states collect employment data by construction-craft occupation and

by component of the construction industry. Part of this data Is sent to the BLS for aggregation Into national

numbers which appear in regular BLS reports. States also publish reports of their own giving greater detail. A

significant residue of data is not published at all. Unfortunately, formats used by BLS and by states in

publishing this Oita do not facilitate its use by users or contractors. However, the study team feels, based on

the contacts made, that states probably would be willing to consider providing data in more useful forests.

As for labor demand information, both the Department of Labor and states provide data. The Labor Department

does so through its Construction Labor Demand System (CLOS), a management information system which is designed to

provide data matching that of the OES program. The accuracy and value of the system depends upon the quality and

quantity of its input. The team feels the input should be improved. States also publish projections of demand.

However, formats vary, and the completeness of Input Is questionable.

Considering all this, we recommend that a two-phase pilot program be developed to see whether improved supply

data can be provided by a test state and whether that data would actually be used by users and contractors for

construction planning. (Unions must be an integral part of any supply and demand system. J.P.L.)

If this pilot program Is successful, the team recommends that other states be asked to provide similar supply

data. At the same time, the team recommends that attention be given to improving input to the Labor Department's

Construction Labor Demand System to provide better labor demand information.

If all the proposed steps prove successful, users and contractors would gain access to substantially improved

labor supply-and demand information for construction planning throupout the U.S. (This must run the entire

spectrum, from the local on up and back. J.P.L.)

It should be pointed out that both federal and state systems mentioned ;n this report may be affected by

federal budget cuts imposed during the present administration. All research for this study was conducted prior to

such cuts.

' 'Lebo* Sapply laiouttios; A Coneteaetios Inesetew Cost Eiita4Velt44 Ida FO4Ct Reese( D-S'. Aseit

1912, Resisted luty 1911. Tke 84441144
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(1

(Reason for the Study]

Accurate information about the supply of skilled craftsmen for major construction projects is difficult to

obtain. As a result, it is difficult to predict what impact a proposed project will have on an area and equally

difficult to predict whether the project will be completed in a timely manner.... (0fisportetiLtyaLiancunt

course. is to predict accura'ely what this skilled manpower demands will be. LPL]

III

INTRODUCTION

The supply of constructtv labor in a given area is usually not a primary factor in choosing a site for an

industrial facility. Yet it becomes of major importance prior to and throughout construction.

Historically, construction users and contractors have paid less attention to the availability of manpower

during construction planning than they have when faced with a crisis during construction involving recruiting

enough qualified craftsmen to complete the project on time. In the past, numerous attempts have been made to solve

such problems by expensively and unproductively placing project on an overtime basis to attract and retain

craftsmen.

labor supply involves quantity and quality, both of which are influenced by demand. In times of general labor

surplus, such as in a recession, employers have little or no difficulty in obtaining enough workers with sufficient

skills. There are, of course, exceptions, among them construction in a remote area, or in areas where a major

project overshadows other construction work. Shortages may also occur in crafts that require a high degree of

specialization and skill.

In times of high economic activity many employers face labor shortages, particularly of skilled craftsmen. If

should be noted, however, that demand often generates suppiy. When jobs are available, more persons may enter the

labor market or re-enter after having ceascd looking for work when job opportunities are scarce. But even job

availability may not be sufficient. Additional inducements may be required.

Filling jobs when demand is increasing is relatively easy if the work to be done is unskilled or semi-skilled.

New workers can be trained uuickly on the job. Open shop construction contractors take advantage 3f this situation

because of their freedom to organize their work so as to use individual employees on a ride variety of tasks.

Union contractors, on the other hand, are constrained by collective bargaining agreements which specify the use of

journeymen for certain work and which limit the number or ratio) of apprentices or subjourneysen who may be

employed. Until union contractors can establish a work force that to some extent union contractors and open shop

contractors are looking at different sources for their manpower.

Broadly, the supply of workers for the local construction industry comes frce seven sources, some of which may

overlap:

Those already employed in the inwstry (both union and non-union).

Unemployed construction workers.

Workers employed at other jobs, who are waiting for construction employment.

Persons enrolled in apprentice training programs.

Persons enrolled in vocational training programs.

Other new entrants.

Supply must not only meet demand, but must also replace tho'e leaving the market because of retirement, death

or other reasons.... (Sufficient 'lead-time' must be anticipated so that the numbers of appropriate apprentices

and journeymen will reasonably parallel the demand needs. J.P.L.)

Data on the number of workers formerly employed and awaiting a return to construction Jobs are not available.

But, a ballpark estimate of the potential number can be derived by comparing monthly employment figures for the

Past year or two with the number currently employed....

There is no readily available, systematic source of statistical data on travelers -- the migrant skilled labor

of construction.

The Labor Department's Bureai of Apprenticeship and Training (BAT) provides, on request, computer runs of

apprentice enrollment and graduates, by craft by state. BO. the data usually are not available until about a year

and a half after the fact (i.e., 1981 data becomes available only in July 1983).
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To obtain the numbers of persons enrolled in vocational training programs and state vocational training pro-

grams, one must Inquire of state vocational education administrators and schools.

'Other new entrants' are apt to consist largely of unskilled, Ltrained workers employable as subjourneymen,

helpers or trainees. In many cases, it is unnecessary to have an estimate of the number of potential workers of

this type because demand often generates an ample supply.

IV

FINDINGS

ghat Users and Contractors Want to Know About Labor Supply

Several discussions were held with construction users about labor supply information used in their

construction planning. They indicated that supply information, without demand data, was not useful. Their current

sources of information included local users groups, chambers of commerce, local contractor associations, local

managements, etc. Users indicated that the information they normally want is for a state or a standard

metropolitan statistical area (MAI.

Construction users divide areas of interest into two types: those where they have existing operations, and

those where they don't. Where users have an operation, they fee! they have a fairly good source of information in

their own local management. If they do not have operations in a projected site area, they make surveys to project

manpower supply.

They want to know the number of available craftsmen by trade for industrial construction. Users indicated

that they rarely try to get data for every craft, but concentrate on such key trades as pipefitters, electricians,

boilermakers, carpenters and operating engineers. Users indicated that, if possible, they would prefer to have

these numbers broken down by how many are union members and how many are not. They were somewhat skeptical as to

whether this could be achieved. Since users wish to know the available supply to ties. this requires a forecast of

concurrent labor demand for other projects. Some local user groups, notably in the Gulf Coast area, not only

conduct surveys of manpower involved in industrial construction and contract maintenance but also project future

demand. This labor supply information has been helpful to construction users planning Gulf Coast projects.

[underline added]

Users need data as much as three years in advance of construction to enable them to devise contracting strat-

egy. Numbers at this point, need not be as precise as they need to be later. About one year before the projected

start of constriction, users attempt to fine-tune this data for bid evaluation.

In sum, the users sampled for this study do obtain and use construction labor supply-and-demand information.

None reported using regularly published goverment information for this purpose. [underline added]

Several major industrial contractors were asked what sources they traditionally use to obtain data about the

availability of craftsmen. Among the sources mentioned were local union, local contractor associations, chambers

of commerce, state employment agencies, representatives of minority groups, vocational schools, industrial commis-

sions, and government sources. The contractors interviewed said that there is usually no problem in a given area

in securing enough brick-layers, cement masons, laborers, millwrights, operating engineers, pile drivers, painters,

carpenters, roofers, sheet metal workers, or teamsters. Crafts that are apt to_twin short supply, according to

the contractors sampled, and where it may be necessary to recruit, train or otherwise qualify manpower, area asbes-

tos workers, boilermakers, electricians, iron workers and pitefitters...."[underline added]

Contractors expressed concern that the days of the 'boomer' -- the nomadic journeyman willing to go anywhere

where the pay is enticing -- are coming to a close. Most construction craftsmen now seem to have roots in one

locality. They have also developed alternative vocations, and are increasingly reluctant to travel 4.yond normal

commuting distances. This change strongly reinforces the need for improved manpower planning. [underline added]

Perhaps unsurprisingly, contractors say it would be very helpful to have manpower availability projected by

craft and by calendar quarter for two to three years in the future and compiled by states or. in larg. ItatestbY

local areas within the state. Additional information such as the number of available travelers, turnover, and the

types of specialities available -- such as welders -- would be useful. [underline adliod]
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Published labor Supply Information

federal Sources: The Bureau of Labor Statistics publishes two types of employment figures. One is based on

'establishment surveys' -- that is, data collected from a very large sample of business organizations (e.g., con-

struction contractors) in a cooperative arrangement with state employment agencies. Data are published for total

employment (employees only) and for production workers (construction workers in the construction industry, a defin-

ition that includes all employees up through working-foremen level). The estimates are adjusted once a year to

jibe with 'benchmark' employment figures derived from unemployment insurance reports filed with state employment

agencies.

'Household surveys,' the other type, are nothly samples of household, throughout the U.S. Published employ-

ment figure are for 'iii persons employed'; that is, they include proprietors, partners and unpaid family workers

as well as employees....

The Labor Department's Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, (BAT), publishes a statistical report on appren-

ticeship activity each calendar year, based on data from the state-national apprentice reporting system (SNAPS).

The report shows, for each craft: the number of apprentices added, the number who cancelled and the number who

completed the programs during thy year; as of year-end, the number of apprentices in the program and number of

minorities, females and veterzns.i/ As a labor supply component, apprenticeship completions should be considered,

even though they represent only a smell portion of total supply.

The Census Bureau issues several publications that deal with labor supply, including, Characteristics of the

Popelatioi (based on the decennial census) and the Ceases of Coostroetios Isdostrios, but thr data provided are

not timely. The team believes other information described in this report dill be more useful to both users and

contractors.

State Sources: A federal-state cooperative program called Occupational Employment Statistics (DES) is

designed to produce national, state and area data by occupation and by industry group. The survey is conducted

periodically by mail by state employment services or agencies. Forth-eight states and the District of Columbia

participate. Only California and New Hampshire do not. The survey is conducted over a three-year cycle (manufac-

turing industries one year, nonsenutacturing except trade industries the second year, and trade industries the

third year).

Extensive lists of occupational titles are used in these surveys. For that reason, one who uses this informa-

tion must be conversant with craft (e.g., carpenter) subdIvidlms in order to aggregate them (e.g., lather, dry

wail applicator, taper, etc.) for the craft....

Graduates of vocational -technhal construction trade programs are generally not comparable to graduates of

registered apprenticeship programs, but they are a source of construction workers. Figures on present enrollment

and recent graduates by specific program and school are available from state departments of vocational-technical

education.IT

Private Sources, Several private sources provide labor-supply data. The Construction Labor Research Council

(CLRC), a statistical research organization supported by seven national contractor associations, makes information

available to users and contractors on a subscript!on basis. The CLRC collects and maintains a data base of union

construction wage and fringe information, as well as manpower Information, for use in improving construction-

industry collective bargaining. Data come from local contractor chapters and associations. In addition to occfl

sionai reports, subscribers may obtain some labor supply information for specific areas of the country from CLRC.2/

Published Labor Bernd Information

federal Sources, The Labor Department's Construction Labor Demand System (CLOS) is a management information

system designed to provide forecasts of the volume, type and regional location of construction activity, as well as

the associated on-site labor requireeent by crafts. The data setots that of the joint state-federal occupational

employment statistics, using the same occupational grouping and the same construction industry subdivisions. Sepa-

rate forecasts are made for each state. Information about labor demand reaches CLOS from both private and govern-

ment sources....

liTo ebtaia this data, mite U.S. Dept. od llb04, BUM 04 Appeeetice4hip and T4(41441, Whin/ton, P.C. 202I3.

JA osmeteeto dtautoeo oi state p44401Mtl ee4poesible 40* VOCOAORit education i4 published by the U.S. Oidice od

(domain, Div. od State locatioaal P40#4414, Bldg ROBS, RN S640, Seventh ant P St4., Vaseiegtot, P.C. 20202.

VAldee44: Coesteuctioa Lebo' Resew:eh Commit, Suite 200, 2133 t Steeet, NW, Washington, I.C. 20006.
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To supplement short range data for long range demand estimates, CLOS uses a detailed econometric forecasting

model of long range construction activity. The mouel uses different methods for energy and non-energy construc-

tion. The construction period for each project is divided into ten deciles. Labor requirements for each craft are

estimated separately for each declle. Labor divisions are important because labor needs for any one construction

trade vary during a project as different stages of construction ensue. The statistical data for the conversion

comes from BLS surveys, CLOS engineering studies and surveys, and Bechtel's energy-supply planning model.

CLOS output is available in work hours, work quarters (S20 hours), or work years (2080 hours) of labor

requirements for each craft. The requirements are assigned to the counties or state where the construction occurs.

The study team has reservations about the completeness of CLOS information on current short term labor demand,

especially for industrial non-energy construction. However, CLOS is a potentially sound concept for ultimately

supplying users and contractors with labor demand forecasts for future planning. [underline added]

State Sources: Most states publish projected labor demand for many occupations, including construction

crafts. Most of these forecast occupational demand for three years in the future. Although only a few systems

were studied, tlic team's impression is that nsIjonekilcffAlpl2/KAAgeltylellitql211, [underline added]

Private Sources: As noted earlier, users and contractors Indicated they were acquainted with and used local

sources of labor demand information, including chambers of commerce, contractor associations, local user groups,

etc. Accordingly, such information is not covered in this report.

V

CONCLUSIONS

Labor Supply Information

The study team recommends use of BLS 'establishment' data because it is collected and published for local

areas. Interested parties should get in touch with officials of state employment services to see what is available

for a given area. State publications vary and no published catalogue of available state publications is known to

exist.

In the federal-state joint program for Occupational Employment Statistics (OES), the study teal feels that the

list of occupational titles is too complex and can only be made useful by aggregating sub sets into princfpal

crafts. On the other hand, the construction industry classifications sees quite satisfactory. [underline added]

Labor Demand Information

The study team feels that the Construction Labor Demand System (CLOS) has the potential for being useful to

the construction industry. On the plus side, CLOS provides matching data to OES. However, CLOS forecast: are only

as good as the input is current, accurate and complete. As of now, we have reservations about the input. Effort

is needed to improve this deficiency.... [underline added]

NOTE: A iltVite tad diAtti4AiOR o4 a U.A. ilenpoien and T44,44111 Metvonk Concept 4ottovA. J.P.L.
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SOME KEY MANPOWER AND TRAINING HIGHLIGHTS OF THE

UNITED ASSOCIATION OF JOURNEYMEN AND APPRENTICES
OF THE PLUMBING AND PIPE FITTING INDUSTRY 1988

U.S.A. AND CANADA *

* There are 487 sponsored training programs.®

* There are 46,000 apprentices in training.®

* Individual programs are run locally by the Joint Apprenticeship and Training
Committee consisting of representatives from the U.A. local and the local
contractors.

* The Apprenticeship Program is coordinated nationally by joint United Asso-
ciation and contractor committees.

* There are 324,000 active U.A. members in the U.S. and Canada.

Notes:

Numbers of apprentices to be trained are determined locally by the Joint
Apprenticeship Committee.

A general monitoring network of pipe tradesmen supply and demand is main-
tained by the international Office. Essentially, this system is based on
reported information concerning where substantial needs exist for are
forecast) and where there may be a surplus of workers.

The United Association construction industry apprentice program is COA-
sidered by many to be the best in North America.

Neat numben4 exceed the U.S. 8uneau o4 Appnentkce4hkp and Tnaknkng /Lepanto.
(See Sectkon V. page4 34 6 35.)

Source: United A44ockat4.on. Tnaknkng Department.
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SOME TENTATIVE COMPUTED FUTURE
MANPOWER NEEDS FOR PLUMBERS AND PIPEFITTERS

Perspective:

Putting employment of plumbers and pipefitters in a broad perspective, the U.S.
Department of Labor has determined that in 1986 there was a total of about 402,000
persons employed in the construction industry (all applicable occupations and levels

of skills); employment was projected to expand to about 471,000 (an 18% Increase) by

the year 2000. This is within one percent of the anticipated total workforce

increase (19%) during this same period. However, as stated a number of times
earlier, the employment of U.A. members tend to be in the following types of con-
struction: new commercial and industrial buildings, new electrical and other utility
facilities, new institutional facilities (e.g., education, hospital, etc.), and main-
tenance and repair construction. Importantly, the projected annual rates of change
(measured by dollar output) of these selected types of construction are much higher
than the rates projected for residential, farm, and other types. Therefore, the U.A.

contingent must be computed separately. It is important to note that many non-union
pipetradesmen also work in these faster-growing types of construction.

Pro ected needs for total pipetradesmen in all types of construction.

In order for the growth (to the year 2000) of some 69.000 additional plumbers
and pipefitters employed in all types of construction to occur, an input of some
4,900 new ones will be needed each year. An additional 156,000 will be needed during
this period due to separations (i.e., attrition due to deaths and retirements), which

amounts to about 11,100 per year. (The annual separation rates applied are 2.58%
increasing to 2.96% by the year 1990 and beyond.) The total requirement to meet both
growth and attrition thus becomes about 16,000 new entrants per year. ... Of course,
these pipetradesmen come from all sources (ranging from individuals in self-trained
OJT through formal Union apprenticeship programs). This type of calculation is not
nearly specific enough to help in U.A. manpower and training planning, which is

reviewed in the next paragraphs.

Projected Needs for U.A. Planning: USA and Canada

USA: Again, the basis for future planning is spongy ground; however, a broad
estimate of the U.A. segment can be derived. First, assuming a U.A. active member-
ship in the U.S. of 290,000 and a projected growth d: 17 percent for plumbers and
pipefitters to the year 2000, results in a total growth possibility of 49,775 U.A.
plumbers and pipefitters (nearly 3,555 per year). Separations, computed on annual
attrition rates of 2.88 percent increasing to 2.96 percent by 1990, result in an

estimated total loss of about 112,535 to the year 2000 (8,035 per year). The total

needs for growth and separation to the year 2000 thusly became 162,310 which will
average out to about 11,590 per year. If the U.A. can produce that number of new
members annually the Association will probably maintain its present share (keep pace)
with the anticipated construction industry growth in the applicable types of con-
struction. However, as reported in the previous paragraph, the future total annual
needs for some 16,000 plumbers and pipefitters make the potential market for U.A.
members so large, the above U.A. calculations represent a minimum goal. The key to
the U.A. portion of the trained pipetrades manpower requirements is basically how
Cost-effective employers view them to be The destiny of the U.A. is in the hands of
every apprentice, journeyman, instructor and official in the Association.

Total USA and CANADA: According to U.A. headquarters, as of early 1988, there
are 324.000 active U.A. members in the U.S. and Canada. This membership and the
previous growth and separation rates (for the U.S.) lead to total needs for growth
and separation for the U.S. and Canada combined to the year 2000 of approximately
181,340 new members, or 12,950 Per year. Note that this estimate compares favorably
to the current count of 46,000 U.A. apprentices in training.
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Three other key considerations pertain:

I. Gross estimates of total quantitative needs computed for the U.A., in the
final analysis, must be the sum of the regional/local requirements. (These, of
course, are not constant, and reflected in the significant shifts in population and
the locals of large jobs in appropriate types of construction.)

2. The necessity to apply new technology and organizational structure and oper-
ations designed to increase efficiency (e.g., provide skilled workers where and when
needed, raise productivity, improve quality and lower costs). Journeymen and appren-
tices must always be aware of the need to be a step or more ahead of the competition.

3. Notwithstanding the above growth and attrition computations (largely pre-
sented for illustrative purposes), the U.A. might consider deriving projected needs
estimates from the locals on up. Such efforts would necessarily have to be based on
common definitions, guidelines and procedures, which should involve local contractors
as well.

Plumbers and
Pipefitters

Ckz,,
'ten,_

obbo_

WHICH REPRESENTS THE U.A. PORTION?



A Dk4cu44kon Guide and Wonft4heet 01

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES CONSIDERATIONS

New Materials: Examples

(1) Polymers/plastics instead of cast-iron and other metals.

(2) New adhesives and joining devices instead of standard threads /coup-
lings /fittings. (e.g.. Victaulic couplings replacing some welding;
plastic bonding)

(3) Changes in materials (e.g., no lead solder for drinking-water pipe
joints and units).

(4)

New systems and multiple combinations:

(1) More electronics: less hydraulics 8 pneumatics.

(2) More combinations and over-lap of mech/elec. etc. (e.g., heat-pump
systems).

(3) New/improved instrumentation and controls. (e.g., digital read-out)

(4)

New tools and accessories

(1) Use of lasers. (e.g., ceiling/wall/piping alignments, ditch-digging
control...)

(2) Computers (e.g., on-site scheduling and control...)

(3)

(4)
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°.1 A VkACU s,skon Gukde and Wanitisheet

t.04 CHANGES AND ISSUES AFFECTING MANPOWER & TRAINING

t,
What to do to meet them successfully, and on time?

Construction technology is advancing.

Need to work harmoniously (all workers-contractors/owners), necessity for
crew teamwork, competition is a major consideration for contractor/owner,
and worker. Competition is local, regional and becoming world-wide (e.g..
Japanese are lobbying to bring in their own construction workers).

Competition from non-union/open-shop contractors and mechanics, (e.g.,
Teamsters vertica;ly integrated, tailored team concept).

"Compete locally -- think globally". Anticipate and beat the competition.

Need to meet job needs; provide "crew" with mixed skills and trades to
meet contractors' /job needs. (Tailored put card in your shoe?)

Jurisdictional matters? How to square with crew operations and changing
needs.

Some people are needed with higher special skills; some with "multi-
skills"; some with lesser skills. Some needed short term, some longer
term. Double-breast?

Shift from NEW construction to more retrofit, up-fit, renovation, modif-
icatlon/modernization, expansion, and heavy maintenance.

More maintenance and repair of complex, (integrated) systems.

National-level agreements for consistency vs. local autonomy and control.

Training concept and program differences: Competency [test-out] based
training -- job and specializations (training wheels); Time-based train-
ing (broad-complete trade-career); Job needs, availability and cost.

Stabilization Agreements (SASME): pay supplement between jobs, job place-
ment assistance, reimbursement for travel to new work sites.... Costs?

Apprentice Agreements (e.g., training cost refund if worker 'jumps ship'...)

0 KEY: U.A. memben4 must pnovi.de the best cost-e44ectkve chokce.

The uttkmate que4tkon: How do we do pit?
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A Discussion Guide and Worksheet #3

SOME OTHER CONTEMPORARY ISSUES
44

mitled

How to determine current and Future skilled manpower needs. Must be met
444

quantitatively and qualitatively. Much construction and maintenance work
is there ... how does U.A. become the most cost-effective choice?

What is average age of a Journeyman pipe-tradesman?
What is plan to accommodate a smaller, younger, and more diverse
workforce entering the market? An open window?

How to train required numbers and lev-ls of skilled workers (best ways --)
How to get sufficient numbers of qualified appren:ice applicants?
How to keep Journeymen up-dated? Ima3t?

Should constl..2tion industry handle it's own training needs?
If so, how: Union/ContracLor-Owner/Vocation31 Training...
What about costs, controls, standards, r.,orJination?

Federal Government providing training (esp. or unemployed and "at-risk"
groups)?

How to gauge the economic effect on the U.A. and construction industry if
manpower goals are not met?

What about substance abuse, and the "scarcity" women and minorities in
construction trades?

Plumbers and
t WHICH REPRESENTS THE U.A. PORTION?

Plyetiners
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A Di.dscuis,skan Gukde and Wuntt-sh.eet 04

NETWORK I NG: A CONCEPT

Needed: A Central Brokerage Agent, Joint Operations.

CONSIDERATIONS:

Contractors' needs for workers. Numbers of workers by specific trades,
specialties, skill level, experience, times and ',cations.

Workers' needs: knowl,.edge about

(I) What jobs matching their skills and experience are available, when and where?

(2) Transportation, housing and essential facilities or other support.

(3) Special training/prepl experience needed? Training available?

Management, Control E Information System -- be /0%d. 0. facaQ. Foo c "IrWAI'S

vAtsck ca. De a.u.p.iev.Altd. by o ktireptiova. ca.2e Frew a. busiltess agettt ro

0 u-4 f2y141 caAtm 0, I titt 4..use kV `AN o rt. 44"tai1 tkAay%\areig. number- supp"1,f/ciemo,,cs. 01 fa .

(I) _Data bank, kept current, containing key information bits. Titles,
definitions, procedures needed. Initial usage planning should go hand
in -hand with creation of data bank and types of info contained.

(2) Linkages (coordinated communications) integrating all parties at all levels.

(3) Operations and access controls (coordinated); scheduling and usage planning.

(4) Cost considerations (all participants?)

Point of discussion on skilled manpower "shortages":
14 thi.4 mane a matten o4 mobakty than avaktabakty?

Consider this approach--

Implementation: Phase I Pilot One State
to develop a model -- and see if contractors will use it.

If YES, Evaluate, Revise -- expand
then go National ...

(International?)

Phase II
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If NO, Evaluate See if
alternative concepts or
approaches are feasible


